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ABSTRACT

The Naco Formation near Winkelman and Christmas, Arizona, con

tains an abundant and varied fusulinid fauna. Two stratigraphic sec

tions of lt20 and 658 feet in thickness were measured and are described 

in detail. The geologic ages of the Naco Formation in the area of 

study are upper Derryan (upper Atoken), lower Desmoinesian and-lower 

Missourian.

Thirty species assigned to five genera were collected from 

rock units containing fusulinids and one species from a drill core. 
Sixteen unnamed and fourteen-named species are described and illus

trated. The lower 132 feet of the-Naco Formation is characterized 

by a Profusulinella and advanced forms of Fusulinella. The middle 

part of the formation is characterized by Wedekindellina and primi

tive to moderately advanced species of Fusulina. Primitive species 
of Triticites occur 1*03 feet above the highest occurrence of Fusulina 
and are located in the upper 72 feet of the Naco Formation in this 
area. Lower Missourian forms of fusulinids, such as Triticites 

nebraskensis Thompson, Triticites burgessae Burma and Triticites 

ohioensis Thompson are reported for the first time in Arizona.

The s tromatoporoid Komia is reported for the first time in 
Arizona and is illustrated but not described.

vii



INTRODUCTION

Location

The area of study is located in the southeastern end of the 
Dripping Spring Mountains in south-central Arizona. Specifically, 

the area is comprised of two measured sections, one section located 
near Winkelman and the other located near Christmas, Arizona, as shown 

in the index map (Fig. 1).

The southern end of these mountains is transected by the Gila 
River one and one-half miles northeast of Winkelman where it forms 
the southern boundary of Gila County. Steep rugged cliffs along the 
river bank are cut by numerous narrow subsidiary canyons whose walls 

expose the gently-dipping Pennsylvanian sedimentary rocks. Eight miles 

to the north of Winkelman and one mile northwest of Christmas, another 
thick section of the Pennsylvanian rocks is exposed.

Several important mining districts are near this area; to the 
north is the Superior-Globe-Miami District, to the south is San Manuel, 

to the west is Ray, and to the east the Banner Mining District which 

borders the area of study. Most of the geological work on south- 

central Arizona, both published and unpublished, has been related to 

the mining activity in the region.

Purpose and scope of investigation

The purpose of this study is to determine the precise geologic 
age of the Naco Formation near Winkelman and Christmas, Arizona, by

1
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3
identifying and describing the contained fusulinid fauna and comparing 

it with that of other known occurrences whose ages have been accurately 
delimited.

The Naco Formation of south-central Arizona is composed of cal

careous siltstones, siltstones, shales, and carbonate rocks. The for
mation is easily recognized by its reddish-brown chert layers in 

relatively thin-bedded, predominantly light to medium gray carbonate 
rocks, many of which contain abundant fusulinids and other fossils. 
During the late Paleozoic, the fusulinids were a widely distributed 

and rapidly evolving groupj they are among the most important guide 

fossils for Pennsylvanian and Permian rocks. This study was undertaken 
to establish a foundation for future stratigraphical studies in south- 

central Arizona and to relate the stratigraphy of this area more 

closely to that of the southeastern part of the state.

History of Naco Formation, general
The Naco Formation in southern Gila County contains an upper 

Derryan (upper Atoken), a lower Desmoinesian, and a lower Missourian 
fusulinid fauna. The name Naco Limestone was originally proposed by 
Ransome (I90lt) for the limestones in the Naco Hills near Bisbee, Ari
zona. He estimated that before erosion the thickness of the Naco 
Limestone was at least 3,000 feet.

Gilluly, Cooper, and Williams (195U, p. 16) elevated the Naco 
Limestone from a formation to a group and divided it into six forma

tions. In ascending order these are the Horquilla Limestone, the Earp 
Formation, the Colina Limestone, the Epitaph Dolomite, the Scherer
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Formation, and the Concha Limestone. These formations have their type 

localities in Cochise County. Gilluly et al. (19&, p. 16) stated,

"It is highly probable that the divisions here recognized as formations 

(that is, as fundamental map units) will not prove useful over a very 

wide area and that use for the name Naco in original wide sense may 

long persist." Sabins (1957# p. It82) reported they were excellent 
mappable units in the Chiricahua and Dos Cabezas Mountains of south
eastern Arizona.

Winters (1963, p. 7) stated that to the north (in east-central 
Arizona) the group thins and becomes more restricted in time and less 
varied lithologically. Sabins (19£>7> p. $00) referred to the Naco of 
south-central Arizona as "Naco Group undifferentiated."

Galbraith (193$, p* 1|9) was the first to use the name Naco 

Limestone for Pennsylvanian deposits of the Superior Mining area of 

south-central Arizona. The first published paper using the name Naco 

Limestone for south-central Arizona was by Short et al. (19i;3, p. 31) • 

They reported it to be the upper part of the Tornado Limestone, as de

fined by Ransome (1916, p. Ili2), of Lower Pennsylvanian age. No one 
has yet described and designated a typical section of the Naco Forma
tion of south-central Arizona. The practice of using Naco Group in 

one area (southeastern Arizona) and Naco Formation or Naco Limestone 
for south-central Arizona has subsequently continued as demonstrated 

by Huddle and Dobrovolny (l9U$)i Jackson (19$1), Wilson (19$2), Wanless 
(19$$), Peterson and Swanson (19$6), Kottlowski (I960), Horvath (i960). 
Winters (1963), and more recently Willden (19610.



History of Naco Formation, south-central Arizona

The little work that has been done on the stratigraphy of 

south-central Arizona has been stimulated largely by mining activity 

in the region. The earliest detailed geologic work of this area was 

that of Ransome in the early 1900's. Ransome (1903, p. 39) named the 

Pennsylvanian, Devonian, and Mississippian sedimentary rocks of the 

Globe-Miami area the Globe Limestone. Later (1916, p. li|2) he re

named the Mississippian and Pennsylvanian rocks of the Ray, Superior, 

and Globe area the Tornado Limestone after the exposure on Tornado 

Peak, northwest of the area of this study. He divided the Tornado 

Limestone into three partsj the lower two he denoted as Mississippian 
in age and the upper part Pennsylvanian. Girty (in Ransome, 1916, 

p. ll*0) identified several collections of fossils for Ransome and re

ported that the Pennsylvanian part contained species of Productus, 

Derbya crassa, Composita subtilita and Fusnlina species. Girty also 

noted that the Tornado Limestone and its fauna of the Ray quadrangle 

were similar to the Escabrosa and Naco Limestones and fauna of the 
Bisbee area.

Ross (1925) mapped the Christmas quadrangle, east of and adja

cent to the Ray quadrangle, and noted that the Tornado Limestone was 

exposed in that area. He sent collections of fossils to Girty, who 

identified several brachiopods and a Fusulina species and considered 

them Pennsylvanian in age.

Webber (1929) and Stoyanow (1936, p. $17) suggested the name 

Galiuro Limestone for the Pennsylvanian part of the Tornado Limestone

5



6
exposed on Saddle Mountain in the Galiuro Mountains southeast of Winkel- 

man. They reported it to be composed of approximately 900 feet of very 
fossiliferous limestones and shales• The lower forty feet they called 

the "Fusulinella beds
The only studies that have been published more recently concern

ing this general area are those on mineral deposits of the region by 

Peterson and Swanson (1956) and Willden (1961*). Peterson and Swanson 

(1956, p. 358) measured a section (presumably section II of this study) 

one mile north of Christmas and reported that fusulinids identified by 
M. L. Thompson were characteristic of the transition zone between rocks 
of Pennsylvanian and Permian ages. Willden (1961*, p. 21*) collected 

fusulinids from an area east of the area of this study which were iden
tified by R. C. Douglass who reported that the fusulinids were Triti- 

cites and that no Schwagerina or Pseudoschwagerina were present. . 

Willden concluded that the rocks were late Pennsylvanian rather than 
early Permian in age.

Methods

Two stratigraphic sections of the Naco Formation were measured, 
described, and rock sanples were collected from the units containing 

fusulinids• Figure 2 shows geologic columns of the measured sections 
and their fusulinid distribution. In addition to the measured sections, 

core samples from a diamond drill furnished by Mr. Eastiick of the In

spiration Copper Company were also inspected for fusulinids. Because 

of the mineralization only a few of the fusulinids were identified in
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STRATIGRAPHIC SECTIONS OF THE NACO 
FORMATION (PENNSYLVANIAN) SHOWING 
FUSULINID DISTRIBUTION IN SOUTHERN GILA COUNTY, ARIZONA

SECTION II.

A. J. WELLS 
1965

x 9
Profusulinella sp. A

Fusulina sp. G

Figure 2. Stratigraphic sections of the Naco Formation 
showing fusulinid distribution near Winkelman and 
Christmas, Arizona. Abbreviations: F. - Fusulina,
W. - Wedekindellina, T. - Triticites. All figures 
x 6 except as noted.
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the drill core samples, and only one species of Fusullna from the core 
is described and illustrated in this report*

The carbonate rock units are described in detail and the pri

mary basis of this rock classification was derived from Folk (1959) 

as modified by Wilde (1962), Figure 3 is a slight revision of Wilde’s 

classification which is used in this report. Rock colors are desig
nated after comparison with the National Research Council Rock-Color 
Chart. Thin sections were made of rock units containing fusulinids, 
and these were also studied under a binocular microscope to determine 

their rock classification.
Other rock units were analyzed in the field and identified by 

treating a smooth surface with dilute hydrochloric acid. After acid 
etching, a micritic calcite shows a dull and opaque surface, whereas 

sparry calcite is clear with a vitreous luster. This method of rock 

identification was successful for most of the rock units, but in doubt

ful cases thin sections were made to confirm the identification.

Several hundred thin sections of fusulinids were prepared and 
approximately one hundred were measured and subsequently used in this 
study. The procedure of measuring the fusulinids follows that of 

Dunbar and Heribest (19U2, p. 60). The specimens were then identified, 
described, and compared with other fusulinid species of known geologi
cal age.



CLASSIFICATION OF CARBONATE ROCKS (Simplified from Folk, 1959)
TYPE I TYPE II TYPE III

Allochems (Grain Types) Sparry Matrix Microcrystalline Microcrystalline

1# Intraclaetic Rocks
Sand-sized grains (<2mm) Intrasparite Intramicrite
Gravel-sized grains (>2mm) Intrasparudite Intramicrudite

2. Oolitic Rocks
d•H
U<V
4->

Sand-sized grains Oosparite Oomicrite • 5
<D

3. Fossiliferous Rocks
C
T *H
r H

Sand-sized fossil fragments Biosparite Biomicrite 4) a
* >  4->•H CO

Gravel-sized and larger Biosparrudite Biomicrudite b & 
5 o

4. Pellet Rocks
Uo
5

Sand-sized pellets Pelsparite Pelmicrite s
Fossiliferous pellet Rocks
Sand-sized grains Biopelsparite Biopelmicrite

Intraclasts - refers to fragments of penecontemporaneous sediments redeposited to form new sediment.
Calclithite - terrigenous rock whose silt-sand-gravel fraction contain more than $0# carbonate rock

fragments (siltstone - sandstone - conglomerate).
Biolithite - (TYPE IV) - In-place reef rock, non-fragmented. (Ex: algal biolithite).
Dismicrite - sack term for micritic rocks containing patches of sparry cement (diverse origin).

Dominant fossil name prefixed t<) “bio" rocks as in "Brachiopodal biosparite."
slightly revised from Wilde (1962)

Figure 3



STRATIGRAPHY OF THE NACO FORMATION 

General statement

The Naco Formation of south-central Arizona is used in this 

report as a correlative of the Horquilla Limestone of southeastern 

Arizona. Huddle and Dobrovolny (19U5) reported that the Naco Formation 

of south-central Arizona ranges from 1*00 to 800 feet in thickness and 

consists of limestone, shale, and sandstone which typically form ledge 

and slope topography and are Pennsylvanian in age.

As more stratigraphical and paleontological work is accomplished 

in Arizona, it seems possible to delimit the older formations of the 

Naco Group outside of their type areas on the basis of their fauna, es

pecially by fusulinids. The fusulinids of this study compare closely 

with those of the Horquilla Limestone in the Naco Hills as described 

by Williams (1951) and in the Chiricahua Mountains of southeastern 
Arizona by ZirKLe (1952).

Stratigraphy of the measured sections

Section I, one and one-half miles northeast of Winkeiman, Ari

zona, in the Gila River Canyon.— In section I there are U20 feet of 

clastic and carbonate rocks. The lower 175 feet is clastic and the 

upper 2U5 feet is composed dominantly of carbonate rocks with minor 

amounts of siltstone. The carbonate rocks are predominantly light to 

medium gray with reddish brown chert layers and chert nodules of vari

ous shapes.
10



The underlying Escabrosa Formation (Lower Mississippian) is 

not exposed in this section. Farther north on the west side of the 

Dripping Spring Mountains, the Escabrosa is well exposed, with the 

Naco Formation lying unconformably above it. In section I, Fusulinella 

acuminata occurs just above the base of this section, and north on the 

west side of the mountains it occurs approximately 200 feet above the 

obscure contact with the Escabrosa Formation.

Section II. large prominent cliff one mile northwest of 
Christmas.— Section II is 658 feet thick and is arbitrarily divided 

into an upper, middle, and lower part. The lower part of this sec
tion is 17lt feet thick and consists predominantly of carbonate rocks 
with some interbedded siltstones. Two prominent ledges crop out. The 
base of this measured section is higher stratigraphically than the 

base of section I, and nowhere in the vicinity of this section is the 

underlying Escabrosa Formation exposed.

The middle part of measured section II is 1*00 feet thick and 

contains more elastics than the lower or upper parts of the section.
It is composed of very thin-bedded calcareous siItstones that form 
step-like slopes 15 to 20 feet thick, separated by small ledges of 
carbonate rocks 3 to 12 feet thick.

The upper part of section II is 150 feet thick. The rock 

units are predominantly medium light gray carbonate rocks with reddish 

brown chert layers and chert nodules. The rock units are thick bedded 
in the lower portion and relatively thin bedded toward the top.

11



GENERAL PALEONTOLOGY

Little work has been done on the megafauna of the Winkelman 

area (south-central Arizona); most of this was the early work of Girty 

(in Ransome, 1919). Girty identified several collections of fossils 

for Ransome and reported that the Pennsylvanian part of the Tornado 

Limestone contained several species of brachiopods. He correlated the 

Tornado fauna with the Naco fauna of the Bisbee area. Girty (in Ross, 
192$) identified several species of brachiopods and Fusulina in the 

Christmas mining area and compared the fauna and lithology with the 
Tornado Limestone.

Corals, brachiopods, bryozoans, gastropods, trilobites, ech- 

inoderm spines and echinoderm stems occur throughout both the measured 

sections. The stromatoporoid Komia Horde is reported for the first 

time in Arizona, where it occurs in the Desmoinesian part of the meas

ured sections in this study and is illustrated (Plate IV, no. I4) but 
not described. Wilson, Waines, and Coogan (1963, p. 2I46) report this 
genus to be of Middle Pennsylvanian (Atokan and Desmoinesian) age.

Several genera of arenaceous foraminifera were identified in 
the zone of Fusulina and Wedekindellina; these are Climacammina# 
Bradyina. Textularia, and Tetrataxis.

12



FUSULINID ZONATION

General statement

The family Fusnlinidae is an extinct group of foraminifera 

found in marine rocks of late Mississippian, Pennsylvanian, and Permian 

ages. Rapid evolutionary development and wide distribution of fusu- 
linid species have made them one of the most important guide fossils 

for late Paleozoic rocks• Various oil companies, individuals, and 
universities use them for stratigraphic correlation which has led to 
a multitude of published and unpublished reports on their occurrence. 

They are found in shales, calcareous sandstones, and predominantly in 
carbonate rocks.

This report describes and illustrates thirty species in five 

genera; sixteen of these species have not been previously described. 

Species of Millerella, Eoschubertella, and Ozawainella were identified 

but are not described or illustrated in this report. The fusulinids 

herein described are assigned to three major fusulinid zones: the
zone of Fusulinella, zone of Eusulina and WedekindelUna, and zone of 
Triticites.

Zone of Fusulinella.— This zone comprises the lower 132 feet 
of measured section I, in which occurs an undescribed species of 

Profusulinella, three species of Fusulinella. Fusulinella acuminata 

Thompson, and Fusulinella devexa Thompson, and one undescribed species. 

This fauna is correlative with the upper part of the Mud Springs Group 

(upper Derryan) of New Mexico, (Thompson, 191*8); the Minnelusa

13
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Formation (Derryan) of South Dakota (Thompson, 1936a); the Ely Lime

stone (upper Derryan) of the Ferguson Mountain area, Nevada (Slade, 

196l); and in southeastern Arizona, the HorquiUa Limestone of the 

Whetstone Mountains (Tyrrell, 1957), the Naco Hills (Williams, 1951), 
and the Chiricahua Mountains (Zirkle, 1952).

The occurrence of Profusulinella with advanced forms of 
Fusulinella is an unusual association. It was previously thought that 

these two genera did not overlap; however, Sabins (1957) reported these 
two associated in the lower part of the HorquiUa Limestone of the 
Chiricahua Mountains. Slade (1961) reports Fusulinella devexa asso
ciated with two species of Profusulinella in the Ferguson Mountain 
area of Utah.

Zone of Fusulina and WedekindelTina,— This zone comprises the

upper 288 feet of section I and the lower 174 feet of section II. It

contains 19 species which are more than half of the species described

in this report. The stratigraphic range of this zone is of lower to

middle Desmoinesian age. Eight undescribed species of Fusulina and
two undescribed species of Wedekindellina are located in this zone,

and the following previously described species are recorded:
Wedekindellina ellipsoides Dunbar & Henbest 
Wedekindellina euthysepta (Henbest)
Wedekindellina cf. W. henbesti (Skinner)
Wedekindellina matura Thompson 
Wedekindellina minuta Henbest 
Fusulina euryteines Thompson 
Fusulina knighti Dunbar & Henbest 
Fusulina rockymontana Roth & Skinner 
Fusulina tumida Alexander
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One species of Fusulina was collected at a depth of 71*2 feet 

from the drill core.

This fauna is correlative with the upper part of the Tradewater 
Group and the lower part of the Carbondale Group (lower Desmoinesian) 

of Illinois (Dunbar and Henbest, 191*2) j the Cherokee Shale of Iowa 

(Thompson in Alexander, 1951** p. 21) j the Hartville Formation of Wyom
ing (Thompson, 1936a)$ the McCoy Formation of Colorado (Roth and 
Skinner, 1930); the Youghall Formation of northeastern Utah (Thompson, 

191*5) J the Oologah Formation of Oklahoma (Alexander, 1951*) 5 the Millsap 
Formation of Texas (White, 1932); the Oquirrh Formation of Utah (Slade, 
1961); the Magdalena Formation of New Mexico (Needham, 1937J Henbest 

and Read, 19l*l*; and Northrop and Wood, 191*9) •
In Arizona this fauna correlates closely with the Horquilla 

Limestone of the Whetstone Mountains (Tyrrell, 1957)J of the Naco Hills 

(Williams, 1952); and of the Chiricahua Mountains (Sabins, 1957 and 

Zirkle, 1951) • In south-central Arizona it compares with the Des
moinesian part of the Naco Formation of the Salt River, Spring Canyon, 
and Carrizo Creek sections (Horvath, 1961).

The lower to middle Desmoinesian has been previously thought 
to be characterized by Wedekindellina and rather small primitive spe

cies of Fusulina. The upper part of the Desmoinesian is characterized 

by large advanced species of Fusulina which generally range from 6 to 
10 mm in length. The uppermost units of this zone in both section I 

and section II contain a large-sized species of Fusulina associated
with a rather large-sized species of Wedekindellina.
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This is an unusual occurrence that has not been previously re

ported • Even though this species of Fusulina (Fusulina sp. A) is 

large, its morphologic features indicate that it is middle Desmoines- 

ian in age. This species averages more than 8 mm in length and one 
tangential section measured 10 mm.

Zone of Triticites .— This zone comprises the upper part of 

section II and is characterized by primitive species of Triticites.
The stratigraphic range of this zone is from early to middle Missour

ian. This zone begins UQ3 feet above the highest occurrence of 
Fusulina and is 72 feet thick. It contains four undescribed species 
of Triticites and the previously described Triticites burgessae Burma, 

Triticites nebraskensis Thompson, and Triticites ohioensis Thompson. 

This zone is correlative with the Cambridge and Brush Creek Limestone 

of Ohio, the Livingston and Omega Limestones of Illinois, the Winter- 

set Limestone of Iowa, the Cherryvale Shale of Iowa and Missouri, the 

Richfield Quarries and Lane Shale of Nebraska, and the Casper Forma

tion of Wyoming. According to Thompson (1957) all of the above are 
of lower Missourian age.

It also compares with the Missourian part of the Gaptank 
Formation of the Glass Mountains of Texas (Ross, 1963)J the Graford 
Formation (Missourian) of Brown and Coleman Counties, Texas (Myers, 
I960); the Missourian part of the Oquirrh Formation of the Wasatch 
Mountains of Utah (Thompson, Verville, and Bissell, 1950); and the 

Missourian part of the Magdalena Group of New Mexico (Needham, 1937).
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Fusulinids of Missourian age in Arizona have been cited but 

none have been described or illustrated# Primitive species of 

Triticites were reported in the Chiricahua Mountains by Sabins (1957)• 
He reported that the Triticites in the upper part of the HorquiUa 

Limestone were typical of the subzone of Triticites irregularis; now 

this T. irregularis is considered to. be a synonym of Triticites ohio- 

ensis. Henbest (in Gilluly, Cooper, and Williams, 195U) reported that 
Triticites collected from the Gunnison Hills area indicated lower 
Missourian age*

In summary, fusulinids of upper Derryan, lower Desmoinesian, 
and lower Missourian ages are identified, described, and illustrated 
in this study. The oldest fusulinids from the Winkelman area are 

of upper Derryan age in the zone of Fusulinella# The zone of Fusulina 

and Wedekindellina ranges from basal to middle Desmoinesian in age.

No fusulinids of upper Desmoinesian age were identified. The increase 

in clastic content shown in the middle part of section II was appar

ently an unfavorable environment for fusulinids and none were found 
in this part of the section. No species of Triticites were located 
anywhere in the vicinity of section I. The upper part of section II 
contains primitive species of Triticites which are characteristic of 
lower Missourian age. No fusulinids younger than lower Missourian 
were located in either of the two measured sections. If younger 

Pennsylvanian or Permian rocks were deposited in this area, they have 
since been eroded.



Repository*— Specimens described in this report are held in the 

paleontology collection. Department of Geology, University of Arizona. 
They are numbered consecutively, starting with UA-600e



SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY

Order FORAMINIFERIDA 

Superfamily FUSULINACEA Holier, 1878 
Subfamily FUSULINHAE Rhumbler, 1895

Genus PROFITSULINELLA Rauzer-Chernous ova and Belyaev, 1936

. Profusulinella spe A 

Plate I, no. 1-3

Description.— The shell is small, fusiform to elongate fusi
form, with a straight axis of coiling, bluntly pointed poles and uni

form lateral slopes. Mature specimens of five and one-half to six and 

one-half volutions measure 2.9 to 3.6 mm in length and 1.2 to 1.5 mm 

in diameter. Averages of the form ratios of the first to the sixth 

volutions of four specimens are 1.2, 1.6, 1.8, 2.2, 2.1;, and 2.6, re
spectively.

In the specimens examined, proloculi range from 85 to 123 mi
crons in outside diameter. The first two volutions are thickly fusi
form to subellipsoidal in shape. The later volutions are fusiform to 
elongate fusiform. The septal fluting is restricted to the polar 
zones and is strongest in the next to the outermost volution.

The spirotheca is composed of tectum and a lower clear layer. 

It is of nearly the same thickness throughout the central two-thirds 

of the length of the shell. Averages of the thickness of the spiro

theca of the first to the sixth volutions of four specimens are 15,
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n

17) 25) 32, 38, and 35 microns, respectively. The septa increase in 

number more rapidly in the outer volutions. The septal counts of the 

first to the fifth volutions are 12, 17, 19, 20, and 27, respectively.

The tunnel is straight and increases almost uniformly to next 

to the last volution. Averages of the tunnel angles of the first to 

the fifth volutions of four specimens are 11, 22, 27, 35, and 5l de
grees, respectively. Chomata low, narrow, and asymmetrical, steep on 

the tunnel side and gently sloping on poleward side.

Discussion.— This is a most interesting species of Profusulin- 
ella in that it is located stratigraphically with Upper Derryan 
Fusulinella (Fusulinella acuminata Thompson, and 38 feet below Fusulin- 

ella devexa Thompson). The genus Profusulinella has been previously 

reported throughout North America as basal to middle Derryan in age. 

Ross (letter August, 1961i) reported that he encountered a Profusulin

ella occurring well up in the zone of Fusulinella in his Chiricauha 

Mountains study.

Profusulinella sp. A resembles Fusulinella acuminata Thompson. 

Some of the major differences between these forms are that in Profusu
linella sp. A the shell is slightly larger at maturity, the spirotheca 
is thinner, has no lower tectoria, is more loosely coiled, chomata 

smaller, and its central part is more inflated. In Profusulinella sp. 
A the chomata probably is the smallest in cross section area of any 

species of Profusulinella. It is easily distinguished from other 

Profusulinella by its high form ratio, small chomata, and its elongate 
fusiform shape.



Occurrence .— In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Profusulin- 

ella sp. A is recorded in measured section I, unit 10, 1*8 feet above 
the base of the measured section and is associated with FusulinAlla

21

acuminata.
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Table 1.— Measurements of Profusulinella sp. A

SPECIMEN u a-6oo UA-601 UA-602 UA-686

LENGTH (mm) 3.3 3.6 2.9 3.2

WIDTH (mm) 1.2 1.5 1.2 1.2

PROLOCULUS (mu) 85 85 92 123

TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 11 11 21 12
V 2 25 20 25 18
V 3 31 28 30 21
V U 35 37 34 33
V 3 50 52 —— 50

CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 15 16 15 16
V 2 17 17 16 18
V 3 25 25 20 25v h 35 33 25 31v 5 U2 35 34 40
V 6 3U 36 " ?v 7 — 25 " —

HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .07 .07 .11 .11
V 2 .18 .15 .23 .27
V 3 .35 .30 .44 •46
V U .6U .59 .64 .78v 3 1.07 .96 .96 1.19
V 6 1.65 1.35 1.62
V 7 ——— 1.80 —— — —

FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.3
V 2 1.5 1.4 1.7 1.8
V 3 1.7 1.8 2.4 2.0v U 2.1 2.0 2.4 2.1
V $ 2.6 2.4 2.4 2.4v 6 2.7 2.5 mmmm 2.6v 7 —— 2.4 — — —
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Genus FUSULINELLA Holler, 1877

Fusulinella acuminata Thompson 

Plate I, no. U-6

Fusulinella acuminata THOMPSON, 1936a, Jour. Paleo., vol. 10, p. 101, 
pi. 13, figs. 5-7; THOMPSON, 19^6, Kansas Univ. Paleo. Contr., 
Art. 1, p. 89-90, pi. 32, fig. 3, pi* 3U* figs. 1-19*
Description.— The shell is small, elongate fusiform with a 

straight axis of coiling, slightly concave lateral slopes and bluntly 
pointed poles. Mature specimens of five to six volutions measure 2.9 

to 3.5 mm in length and 1.1 to 1.2 mm in diameter. Averages of the 
form ratios of the first to the sixth volutions in three specimens are 

1.1, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2, 2.U, and 2.9, respectively.
In the specimens examined, minute proloculi range from 50 to 95 

microns in outside diameter. The first and second volutions are sub- 

ellipsoidal to inflated fusiform, and the later ones are elongate fusi

form with uniform lateral slopes. One sagittal section was measured. 

The septa increase in number to the last volution. The septal count 

of the first to the fifth volutions is 8, 12, 15, 17, and 19, respec
tively.

The spirotheca is composed of tectum, diaphanotheca, and upper 

and lower tectoria. The diaphanotheca can be seen in the third volu

tion in the central part of the shell and throughout the shell in the 

later volutions. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca in the 
first to the sixth volutions of three specimens are 12, 15, 25, 33, 3U, 
and 38 microns, respectively.



The tunnel is narrow in the first two.or three volutions and 

increases slightly in the outer volutions. Averages of the tunnel 

angles of the first to the fifth volutions in three specimens are 12, 

16, 23, 31, and 1*2 degrees, respectively. The chomata extend about 

half way up to the next volution and are narrow and asymmetrical.

Their tunnel side is steep to overhanging, and on the poleward side 

they slope away gently.

Discussion.— The elongate fusiform shape of the shell and small 

chomata of this fonn serve to distinguish it from other American spe
cies. In Profusulinella sp. A, the shell is larger, more loosely 
coiled, the spirotheca is thinner and composed of two layers.

Occurrence.— Thompson (1936a, p. 101) reports the type speci
mens from the lower part of the Mnnelusa Formation of South Dakota as 

middle Pennsylvanian in age. Thompson (191*8, p. 89) reports this spe

cies from the Mud Springs Group of New Mexico, as upper Derryan in 

age. These forms are more similar to those from New Mexico than the. 
type specimens from South Dakota which have a much larger proloculus.

In Arizona, Williams (1931, p. 18) reports this species from upper 

Derryan of the middle part of the Horquilla Limestone.

In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Fusulinella acuminata 
is recorded in measured section I, unit 10, 1*8 feet above the base of 

the measured section, in association with Profusulinella sp. A.
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Table 2.— Measurements of FusulineUa. acuminata

SPECIMEN UA-60I4 UA-605 UA-606
LENGTH (mm) 2.9 3.3 3.5
WIDTH (mm) 1.2 1.1 ?

PROLOCULUS (mu) 50 78 95
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees) -
Volution 1 11 13 12
V 2 12 16 20
V 3 21* 25 22
v k 30? 39 23
v 5 U2 1*2?
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu) 
V 1 12 12 10
V 2 12 17 17
V 3 26 26 25
v U ko 30 30
v 5 3b UO 27
V 6 —— U3 33
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .13 .09 .08
V 2 .27 .16 .18
V 3 .60 .33 .IP-
v U .99 .91* .78
V 5 I.I4I* 1.02* 1.22
V 6 1.65 1.75?
FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.3 1.1 1.0
V 2 1.8 1.3 1.3
V 3 2.5 1.7 1.9
V 1* 2.5 1.8 2.3
v 5 2.5 2.3 2.5
v 6 — 2.9? ?
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Fusulinella devexa THOMPSON, IpitB, Univ. Kansas Paleo. Contr., Art. 1, 
p. 9k~9$j pi. 32, figs. 6, 10j pi. 35, figs. 1-5; pi. 36, figs. 
7-10, 12-173 SLADE, 1961, Brigham Young Univ., Geol. Studies, 
Vol. 8, p. 62, pi. 7, fig. lit.

Description.— The shell is small, elongate fusiform with broad

ly rounded to bluntly pointed poles, slightly concave lateral slopes, 

straight axis of coiling, and an inflated central area. Mature speci

mens of six to seven volutions measure 3.0 to 3.6 mm in length and 1.3 
to 1.6 mm in diameter. Averages of the form ratios of the first to 
the seventh volutions of four specimens are 1.5, 1.9, 1.9, 2.2, 2.U, 
2.U, and 2.5, respectively.

In the specimens examined, the minute proloculi range from 8l 
to 135 microns in outside diameter. The first two volutions are ellip

soidal, becoming fusiform to elongate fusiform in the outer volutions.

The spirotheca is typically four layered and thins laterally 

near the poles. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca of the 

first to the seventh volutions of four specimens are 10, 16, 22, 25,
28, 32, and 30 microns, respectively. The septa are plane along the 

axis and become irregularly fluted in the extreme polar ends. The 
averages of the septal counts of the first to the seventh volutions of 
two specimens are 8, 13, 15, 18, 20, 22, and 25, respectively.

The tunnel angle is straight and increases gently to the outer 
volutions. Averages of the tunnel angles of the first to the sixth 

volutions of four specimens are 10, 10, 16, 20, 22, and 25 degrees.

F u s u l i n e l l a  d e v e x a  Thompson

P la t e  I ,  n o .  7 -1 0



respectively. The chomata are low, steep on tunnel side and slope 
gently toward the poles in the first three or four volutions, more 

steeply in the outer volutions•
Discussion.— Fusulinella devexa closely resembles Fusulinella 

famula Thompson. However, Fusulinella famula has more fluting, more 

massive chomata and is slightly larger at maturity. Fusulinella .juncea 

Thompson has a higher form ratio, larger shell, and a wider tunnel 

angle in its outer volutions.

Occurrence.— Thompson (191)5, p, 9l|) reports the type specimens 
from the upper Derryan part of the Cuchillo Negro Formation, Mud 
Springs Mountains, New Mexico. Slade (1961, p. 62) reports this spe
cies from the Derryan rocks of the Ferguson Mountain area in Nevada. 

Tyrrell (1957, p. 59) reports Fusulinella cf. F. devexa from the lower 

part of the Horquilla Limestone in the Whetstone Mountains, southeast
ern Arizona.

In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Fusulinella devexa is 

exceedingly abundant in measured section I, unit 17, 88 feet above the 
base of the measured section.

27
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T a b le  3.— M easu rem en ts  of F u s u l i n e l l a  d e v e x a

SPECIMEN UA-607 UA-610 UA-609 UA-608

LENGTH (mm) 3.0 3.2 3.5 3.6

WIDTH (mm) 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.6
PROLOCULUS (mi) 87&85 135 121 81
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 — — 10 — — 9
V 2 mmmm n — • 10
V 3 20 Ut 20 12v h 21 19 22 17
V 5 2 It 20 2lt 20v 6 25 26 25 2it
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu) 
V 1 8 9 12 12
V 2 12 15 16 18v 3 18 25 17 27
V It 19 27 25 20v 5 2it 28 26 30
V 6 26 28 26 36
V 7 ? 30 2it 36

HALF LENGTHS (mm) 
V 1 ? .18 .10 .19
V 2 .23 .2lt .22 .37
V 3 .39 •itO .36 .59
V It .58 .73 .57 .81v 5 .96 .90 .81 1.12
V 6 1.12 1.30 1.35 1.35- v 7 1.50? 1.6l l.7it 1.80
FORM RATIOS 
V 1 ? 1.8 1.1 2.1
V 2 2.2 - 1.7 1.6 2.Itv 3 2.1t 1.8 1.7 2.It
V it 2.2 2.2 1.9 2.2
V 2 2.6 2.1 2.0 2.2v 6 2.3 2.3 2.6 2.0v 7 2.3 2.2 2.6 2.3
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Fusulinella sp. A 

Plate I, no. U

Description.— The shell is small, fusiform with a straight 

axis of coiling, concave to convex lateral slopes, bluntly pointed 
poles and an inflated central area. Specimens of seven volutions meas

ure 3,1 i m  in length and l.U to 1.9 mm in diameter. Averages of the 

form ratios of the first to the seventh volutions are l.li, l.f>, 1,6, 
1.8, 1.9, 2.1, and 2.1, respectively.

In the specimens examined, small proloculi range from 87 to 
96 microns in outside diameter. The first four volutions are ellip
soidal and tightly coiled. The outer volutions expand more rapidly and 
become fusiform.

The spirotheca is thin, composed of tectum, diaphanotheca, up

per and lower tectoria. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca 

of the first to the seventh volutions are 9, 11, 1$, 20, 22, 29, and 
18 microns, respectively. Septa moderately fluted and are observed 

only along the axis. No sagittal sections were made.
The tunnel is straight to slightly curved with a slow increase 

to outer volutions. Averages of the tunnel angles of the first to the 
sixth volutions are 10, U 4, 18, 23, 29, and 31 degrees, respectively. 
The chomata are moderately high, steep to overhanging on tunnel side 
and slope gently on poleward side.

Discussion.— Fusulinella sp. A is similar to FusulineH a loans- 

beryl Thompson. However, F. sp. A is slightly larger and has one to two 

more volutions. The nature of the fluting and the chomata makes this



species somewhat similar to Wedekindellina matura. However# W, matura 

is smaller and the septa are unfluted. -

Occurrence.— Zirkle (1952) reports a similar species just be
low the first occurrence of Wedekindellina matura in the Chiricahua 

Mountains of southeastern Arizona.

In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, FusulineHa sp. A is 

recorded in measured section I, unit 26, 132 feet above the base of 
the measured section.
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T a b le  U«-— M easurem ents  o f  F u s u l i n e l l a  s p .  A

SPECIMEN UA-611 UA-687
LENGTH (mm) 3.1 3.1
WIDTH (mm) 1.U 1.5
PROLOCULUS (mu) 96 87
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 11 10
V 2 lit lit
V 3 17 18
V k 21 2it
V $ 25 26
V 6 31 "

CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 9 10
V 2 10 13
V 3 lit 17v k 16 25v 2 20 2it
V 6 25 33
V 7 12 2it
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .09 .10
V 2 .17 .lit
V 3 .28 .26
V u •itit •it9v 5 .7it .71
V 6 1.13 1.00
V 7 1.57 1.57
FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.2 1.6
V 2 1.6 1.5v 3 1.7 1.6v k 1.8 1.9v 5 2.0 1.8v 6 2.2 2.0v 7 2.2 2.0
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Genus WEDEKDJDELLIMA Dunbar and Henbest, 1933

Wedekindellina ellipsoides Dunbar and Heribest 
Plate XV, no. 1

lv

Wedekindellina ellipsoides DUNBAR & HENBEST, 191*2, Illinois Geol.
Survey, Bull. 67, p. 101-102, pi. 9, figs. 9-H*.

Description.— The shell is large for this genus, short, ellip

tical with a straight axis of coiling, convex lateral slopes and blunt

ly rounded poles. One specimen with twelve and one-half volutions 
measured 1*.0 mm in length and 2.0 mm in diameter. The form ratios of 
the second to the twelfth volutions are 2.0, 2.1, 2.1*, 2.3, 2.U, 2.1, 
2.2, 2.1, 2.1, 2.0, and 2.0, respectively.

In the specimen examined, the proloculus is minute with an 

outside diameter of 70 microns• The volutions increase gradually in 

height. The elliptical form is attained in the earliest volution and 

continues throughout the shell. The axial filling is heavy along the 
axis and the polar ends.

The spirotheca is typical of the genus, thickest in mid-part 
of shell and thinning toward the poles. The thickness of the spiro
theca in the first to the twelfth volutions is 8, 10, 12, 17, 2It, 20, 

20, 23, 32, 2it, 26, and 2it microns, respectively. The septa are plane 
and can be seen only in the outer two volutions at the extreme polar 

zones.

The tunnel is extremely narrow with a slight increase to outer 

volutions. The tunnel angles for the second to the eleventh volutions
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are 10, 10, 10, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, and 13 degrees, respectively. 
The chomata are steep to overhanging on the tunnel side and on the 

poleward side they extend to the ends of the volutions, where they then 

become part of the axial filling.

Discussion.— The elliptical shape and heavy axial filling makes 

this species easy to identify. Wedekindellina magma Roth and Skinner 

resembles it somewhat but is more slender and has a wider tunnel angle. 

¥edekindellina sp. A has a wider tunnel, thicker walls, and less axial 
filling.

Occurrence.— This is the first time this species has been re
ported since the original ones were described by Dunbar and Henbest 
(191*2, p. 101) from the Oak Creek Limestone of Illinois recorded as 

lower middle Desmoinesian in age. The holotype has thinner walls and 

the middle volutions have a slightly smaller form ratio than the Ari
zona specimen.

In the Dripping Spring Mountains area. We dekindellina ellip- 

soides is recorded in measured section I, unit 1;8, 336 feet above the 
base of the measured section and is associated with Wedekindellina 
hehbesti, Fusulina sp. A, Fusulina tumida and We dekindellina sp. A.
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T a b le  — M easu rem en ts  o f  W e d e k in d e l l in a  e l Id p s o id e s

SPECIMEN UA-6U2

LENGTH (mm) li.O
WIDTH (mm) 2.0

PROLOCULUS (mu) 70

TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1
V 2 10
V 3 10
V h 10
V 5 v 6 v 7
V 8
V 9 
V 10
V 11 13
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 8
V 2 10
V 3 12
V U 17
V 5 2b
V 6 20
V 7 20
V 8 23
V 9 32
V 10 2U
V 11 26
V 12 2k

HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 2 .23
V 3 .32
V It ,U8V 5 .60v 6 .78
V 7 .90
V 8 1.07v 9 1.30v 10 1.28
V 11 1.65v 12 2.0
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Table 5.— Continued

FORM RATIOS
Volution 1 1.7
V 2 2.0
V 3 2.1
V It 2.U
V 5 2.3
V 6 2.1t
v 7 2.1
V 8 2.2
V 9 2.1
V 10 2.1
V 11 2.0
V 12 2.0
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Wedekindellina euthysepta (Heribest)

Plate IH, no. 1-3

Fusulinella euthusepta HENBEST, 1928, Jour. Paleo., vol. 2, p. 80-81, 
pi. 8, figs. 6-8, pi. 9, figs. 1-2.

Wedekindellina euthysepta (Henbest), NEEDHAM, 1937, New Mexico School 
of Mines, Bull, lit, p. 27-29, pi. 3, figs. 6-8j DUNBAR & 
HENBEST, 19lt2, Illinois Geol. Survey, Bull. 67, p. 99-100, pi. 
8, figs. 1-23J pi. 9, figs. 1-ltj THOMPSON, 193k, Univ. of Iowa 
Studies in Natural History, vol. 16, no. It, p. 285, pi. 20, 
figs. 3, 6, 15, 16, 20, 21 j ALEXANDER, 1 9 %  Oklahoma Geol. 
Surv. Giro. 31, p. 20, pi. 1, fig. 9.
Description.— The shell is small, long, slender, and fusiform 

with a straight axis of coiling, lateral slopes slightly concave, and 
tapering to sharply pointed poles. Three specimens of seven to eight 
volutions measure 2.0 to 3.0 mm in length and 0.68 to 0.87 mm in diam

eter. Averages of the form ratios of the first to the seventh volu

tions in three specimens are 1.1*, 2.5, 3.0, 3.U, 3.2, 3»5, and 3*6, 
respectively.

In the specimens examined, minute proloculi range from 70 to 

78 microns in outside diameter. The first volution is globose, suc

ceeding volutions become more elongated.

The spirotheca is thin and typical of the genus. The diapha- 
notheca is thin and difficult to distinguish through the shell.
Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca of the third to the seventh 

volutions of three specimens are 13, 16, 18, 15, and 15 microns, re
spectively. The septa are plane and recognizable only at the polar 

extremities of each volution. The septal count for the first to the 

fifth volutions of one specimen is 8, 11, 16, 19, and 21, respectively. 
The tunnel is narrow, with a slight increase to outer volutions.



Averages of the tunnel angles of the second to the sixth volutions in 

three specimens are 13, 17, 22, 25, and 28 degrees, respectively. The 
chomata are low, steep on tunnel side, and tapering gently to the 

poles. .

Discussion.— These specimens compare with the smaller forms 

discussed by Needham (1937, p. 27) from the Desmoinesian rocks of the 

lower part of the Magdalena Formation of New Mexico. They are smaller 

in length and form ratio than those reported by Dunbar and Heribest (19^2, 

p. 98) from lower Desmoinesian rocks of the Stonefort Limestone of 
Illinois. Wedekindellina henbest (Skinner) is similar to Wedekindel- 
lina euthysepta, but the former is longer, has a higher form ratio and 

has slightly fluted septa in the outermost volutions. W. euthysepta is 
much larger than Wedekindellina minuta (Henbest).

Occurrence. — Wedekindellina euthysepta has been reported from 

Desmoinesian rocks of the Millsap Formation of Texas by White (1932, 
p. 52); the McCoy Formation of Colorado by Roth and Skinner (1930, 

p. 333); the Cherokee Shale of Iowa by Thompson (in Alexander, 1951*,
P» 21); and from the Magdalena Group of New Mexico by Henbest and Read 

(19W*), and Northrop and Wood (191*6).

In Arizona this species has been reported from the lower Des
moinesian part of the Horquilla Limestone of southeast Arizona by 

Heribest (in Gilluly, Cooper and Williams, 1951*, p. 33), and Sabins 
(1957, p. 1*88); the Naco Formation in the Salt River Canyon of east- 
central Arizona by Horvath (I960, p. 21*).
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In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, WedekindeT 1 i na euthy- 

septa is recorded in measured section H ,  units 9, 11, and 13, respec
tively, 99# 115# and 125 feet above the base of the measured section 
and is associated with Fusulina rockymontana*
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Table 6.— Measurements of Wedekindellina euthysepta

SPECIMEN UA-628 UA-629 UA-630
LENGTH (mm) 2.8 3.0 2.0
WIDTH (mm) .78 C'—COs .68
PROLOCULUS (mu) 70 78 78

TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 mmmm — — 10
V 2 15 11 W —

V 3 20 31* 15
V U 26 19 16
V $ 27 23 23
V 6 3 0 27 mmmm

V 7 3it — ~~
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu) 
V 1 8
V 2 " 13
V 3 12 21 17
V i* 16 12 20
v 5 17 15 25
V 6 17 16 11
V 7 22 9
V 8 — —

HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .06 —— .07
V 2 .17 .22 .21
V 3 .29 .1*1* .35
V it .1*5 •6U •56
v 3 .69 .85 .85
V 6 .85 1.23 1.02
V 7 l.llt 1.1*8? mmmm

V 8 l.itO — —  • mmmm

FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.U 1.3
V 2 2; 55 2.5 2.it
V 3 3.1 3.1 2.7
V it 3.5 3.1* 3.0
v 5 2.9 3.3 3.1tV 6 3.6 3.7 3.0
V 7 3.7 3.1t? mmmm

V 8 3.6 — — - mmmm
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Wedekindellina cf. W. henbesti (Skinner)

Plate IV, no* 2

Wedekindia henbesti SKINNER, 1931, Jour* Paleo*, vol* 5, p* 2^9, pi* 30, 
figs. 2-3.

Wedekindellina henbesti (Skinner) THOMPSON, 193b, Iowa State Univ*,
Studies in Natural History, vol. 16, p. 279j DUNBAR & HENBEST, ' 
191*2, Illinois Geol. Survey, Bull. 6?, p. 99, pi. 9, figs. 
f?-8j THOMPSON, 191*5, Kansas Geol. Survey, Bull. 60, p. 58-59, 
pi. 1*, figs. 13-17.

Description.— The shell is small, elongate fusiform, with 
slightly concave lateral slopes, acutely pointed poles, and irregular 
axis of coiling. One specimen of nine volutions is i*.8 mm in length 
and 1.1* mm in diameter. Form ratios for the first to the ninth volu

tions is 1.3, 1.9, 2.5, 2.7, 2.9, 3.1, 3.6, 3.6, and 3.3, respectively.
The proloculus is small, having an outside diameter of 87 mi

crons. The chamber heights expand gradually to the top of the shell. 

The early volutions are slightly ellipsoidal but become elongated rap
idly in the outer volutions.

The spirotheca is thin and typical of the genus. The thickness 

of spirotheca in the first to the ninth volutions is 9, 12, l5> 17, 21*, 
25, 25, 25, and 17 microns, respectively. The septa are plane along 
the axis and slightly fluted in the extreme polar end of the outermost 
volution.

The tunnel is narrow and slightly eccentric with a minor in

crease in width to outer volutions. The tunnel angle for the third 

to the eighth volutions is 13, lit, 17, 18, 23, and 21* degrees, respec
tively. The chomata are asymmetrical with steep slopes on the tunnel
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side and gentle slopes toward the poles• Axial fillings are developed 

throughout the shell.
Discussion.— The specimen in this report is similar to the type 

specimens from the Boggy Formation of Oklahoma. However, the type 
specimens have a slightly higher ratio, one more volution, and lighter 

axial filling. This species is similar to Wedekindellina euthysepta 

(Henbest), but it is larger per volution, has a more irregular axis 

of coiling, is slightly fluted in the extreme polar end of the last 
volution. It is more elongate and narrower than Wedekindellina 
excentrica (Roth and Skinner) or Wedekindel 1 ina sp. A.

Occurrence.— -Skinner (1931, p. 259) reports the type specimens 
from the middle .Desmoinesian rocks of the Boggy Formation in Oklahoma. 

Alexander (1951|* p. 21) also reported this species from middle Des
moinesian rocks of the Boggy Formation in Oklahoma. Thompson (I9l;5» 

p. 58) reported this species from the Youghall Formation (lower Des
moinesian) in northeastern Utah.

In Arizona Wedekindellina henbesti has been reported from 

lower Desmoinesian rocks of the Horquilla Limestone in the.Chiricahua 
Mountains by Zirkle (1952, p. J48) and in the Naco Hills by Williams 
(1950, p. 31).

In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, this species is recorded 
in measured section I, unit 1|8, 356 feet above the base of the measured 
section and is associated with Wedekindellina sp. A, WedekindeTTina
ellipsoides. Fusulina tumida. and Fusulina sp. A.
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T a b le  7 • --M e a s u re m e n ts  o f  W e d e k in d e l l in a  o f *  M . h e n b e s t i

SPECIMEN UA-6U3
LENGTH (mm) 1*,8
WIDTH (mm) l.lt
PROLOCULUS (mu) 8?

TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 2 —
V 3 13
V k 14
V 5 17
V 6 18
V 7 23
V 8 2 it
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 2 12V 3 IS
V U 17
V S  2U
V 6 25V 7 25
V 8 25V 9 17
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 2 .18
V 3 .37?v li .51tv 5 * .81v 6 1.10
V 7 - 1.60
V 8 2.03v 9 2.38
FORM RATIOS
V 2 1.9
V 3 2.5?
V k 2.7v 5 2.9
V 6 3 .1V 7 3.6V 8 - 3.6V 9 3.3 -



W e d e k in d e l l in a  m a tu ra  Thonpson

P l a t e  I ,  n o ,  12 -11 ;

U3

Wedekindellina matura Thompson, 19l;5, Kansas Geol, Survey Bull, 60, 
p, 56-58, pi. U# figs. 1-12; pi. 5# fig* Thompson, 1950, 
Jour. Paleo., vol. 21;, p. U39-14|0, pi. 57, figs. 15-19;
Slade, 1961, Brigham Young Univ., Geol. Studies, vol. 8, p, 
62-63, pi. 7, fig. 12.

Description.— The shell is small, fusiform, with slightly con

cave lateral slopes, acutely to bluntly pointed poles, and a curved 
axis of coiling. Specimens of five to seven volutions measure 2.6 to 

3.2 mm in length and O.87 to 1.3 mm in diameter. Averages of the form 
ratios of the first to the sixth volutions of four specimens are 1.3, 

1.7, 2.0, 2.2, 2.6, and 2.7, respectively.
In the specimens examined, proloculi range from 6£ to 87 mi

crons in outside diameter. The chamber height expands slowly to the 

outer volutions. The first two volutions are globose; succeeding 

volutions lengthen along the axis to become fusiform.

The spirotheca is composed of tectum, diaphanotheca, and upper 

and lower tectoria. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca of 

the first to the sixth volutions of four specimens are 9, 13, 18, 22, 
25, and 28 microns, respectively. The septa are thin and remain un
fluted throughout the length of the shell.

The tunnel is narrow with a slightly irregular path to outer 
volutions. Averages of the tunnel angles of the first to the fifth 

volutions of four specimens are 15, 17, 22, 25, and 29 degrees, respec
tively. The chomata are high, asymmetrical, and extend down lateral 

slopes into polar regions, in all but the last two or three volutions.
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Discussion*— These forms of Wedekindellina matura compare 

closely to the type specimens from the Younghall Formation of Colorado; 

however, the Colorado forms seem to be slightly larger and more in

flated in the central part of " the shell. Wedekindellina matura is 
easily distinguished from other species'of this genus.

Occurrence.— Thompson (19U5# p. $6) and Thompson, Verville, 
and Bissell (1950, p. It39) report Wedekindellina matura from the basal 

Desmoinesian of the Youghall Formation of Colorado and the Oquirrh 

Formation of Utah. Slade (1961, p. 62) reports this species from the 
basal Desmoinesian of the Ely Limestone in the Ferguson Mountain area, 
Utah.

In Arizona, W. matura has been reported from the basal Desmoin

esian of the Naco Group of southeast Arizona by Zirkle (1952, p. it It) 

and Williams (1951, p. 29). Horvath (I960, p. 21) has reported it from 

the lower part of the Desmoinesian in the Salt River and Spring Canyon 
sections of east-central Arizona.

In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, W. matura is recorded 

in measured section I, unit 37, 227 feet above the base of the measured 
section and is associated with Fusulina rockymontana. In measured sec

tion II, it is recorded in unit 3, 25 feet above the base of the meas
ured section and is associated with Fusulina sp. G and in unit 6, 1*0 
feet above the base, it is associated with Fusulina sp. F.



SPECIMEN
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T a b le  8 .- -M e a s u re m e n ts  o f  W e d e k in d e l l in a  m a tu ra

UA-689 UA-612 UA-61U UA-613

LENGTH (mm) ' 3.2 2.7 2.6 3.1
WIDTH (mm) .97 1.3 .87 1.3
PROLOCULUS (mu) 78 87 80? 65
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees) 
Volution 1 15

■

V 2 15 20 21 16
V 3 18 26 2lt 18
V U 23 29 25 19
V $ 36 33 —— 23v 6 —— —— 2lt
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 9 8 8
V 2 11 9 17 12
V 3 17 lit 2lt 16
V It 2lt 17 26 20v 2 3lt 19 28 22
V 6 33 —— 2lt
V 7 —— —— — 23
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V I .10 .13 .10 .08
V 2 .18 .22 •2lt .13
V 3 .30 •lilt .51 .26
V It .It8 .70 .87 .111!v 5 .96 1.03 1.30 .78
V 6 1.61 1.37? mmmm 1.10
V 7 — '—  • —— 1.55
FORM RATIOS 
V 1 l.lt 1.5 1.2 1.3
V 2 1.8 1.5 2.0 1.5
V 3 2.1 1.8 2.6 1.8
V It 2.0 1.8 2.9 1.9
V 5 2.8 1.9 3.0 2.3
V 6 3.3 2.0 mmmm 2.3
V 7 —— — mmmm 2.It



W e d e k in d e l l in a  m in n ta  H e n b e s t

Plate TLf no* 10-11

Fusulinella minnta HENBEST, 1928, Jour. Paleo., vol. 2, p. 81-82,
figs. 2-^.

Wedekindellina minnta (Henbest), DUNBAR & HENBEST, 19lt7> Illinois Geol.
Survey, Bull. 6?, p. 100-101, pi. 10, figs. 1-6.

Description.— The shell is minute, subcylindrical, with bluntly 

rounded poles, straight axis of coiling and lateral slopes tapering 

gently toward poles. Specimens of five to six volutions measure 0.7 
to l.It mm in length and 0.25 to 0.1*3 mm in diameter. Averages of the 
form ratios of the first to the fifth volutions in two specimens are 

1.5, 2.5, 2.9, 3.U, and 3.U, respectively.
The proloculi are minute, but rather large in proportion to 

the size of the shell. They range from 1*5 to 51* microns in outside 

diameter. The first two volutions are globose, and more subcylindri
cal in the outer volutions.

The spirotheca is thin, composed of tectum, diaphanotheca, 
and tectoria. Averages of the thickness of spirotheca of the first 

to the fifth volutions of two specimens are 9, 111, 18, 21*, and 18, 
respectively. The septa are plane and observed only along axis at 
the extreme polar areas.

The tunnel is narrow and increases uniformly to outer volu

tions. Averages of the tunnel angles of the first to the fourth volu
tions of two specimens are 8, 12, 16, and 20 degrees, respectively.

The chomata are broad, low, asymmetrical, and steep on tunnel side 
and gently sloping toward poles.
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Discussion.— These minute species compare favorably with the 

type specimens described by Heribest-(1928, p. 82) from the Stonefort 

Limestone of Illinois. The juvenarium of Wedekindellina roinuta does 

not resemble closely any of the young fonns or juvenaria of larger 

Wedekindellinasj therefore, it is assumed to be an adult form. It is 

more cylindrical, and the poles are more bluntly rounded than immature 

forms of Wedekindellina sp. B.

Occurrence.— Henbest (1928, p. 82) and Dunbar and Heribest (19I|2, 
p. 100) report the type specimens from the lower Desmoinesian Stonefort 

Limestone in Illinois. Henbest and Read (19UU) and Northrop and Wood 
(19U9) report Wedekindellina minuta from the Magdalena Formation of 
New Mexico. Horvath (i960, p. 26) reports this species from the lower 

Desmoinesian part of the Naco Formation of the Salt River and Spring 

Canyon sections in east-central Arizona.

In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Wedekindellina minuta 
is recorded in measured section I, unit 1*5, 328 feet above the base 

of the measured section, and is associated with Wedekindellina sp. B.
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T a b le  9 • — M easurem ents  o f  W e d e k in d e l l ln a  x n in u ta

SPECIMEN UA-625 UA-62U

LENGTH (mm) l.U .70

WIDTH (mm) •lt3 .25
PROLOCULUS (mu) 5U it5
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 7? 8?
V 2 10 13?
V 3 16 16
V k 20? —

CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 9 9
V 2 18 11
V 3 18 18
V It 27 20
V 5 . 18
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .99 .56
V 2 .19 .15
V 3 .3lt .28
V It .63 .35
V 5 .72 —
FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.8 1.2
V 2 2.3 2.7
V 3 2.7 3.1
V It lt.1 2.8
V 5 3.1t

(
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Wedekindellina sp, A 

Plate IV, no# 8-12

Description#— The shell is small, elongate fusiform with con

vex lateral slopes, bluntly pointed to smoothly rounded poles, and a 

slightly irregular to straight axis of coiling# Mature specimens of 

10 volutions (one with only 8) measure 3#5> to 5#5 mm in length and 1#5> 

to 1,8 mm in diameter. Averages of the form ratios of the first to 

the tenth volutions of five specimens are 2#5, 3#0, 3#U, 3#5> 3*0, 2*7, 
2.6, 2.7, 2.6, and 2.6, respectively.

In the specimens examined, proloculi range from 87 to 112 mi
crons in outside diameter. The first four volutions are thickly 
fusiform, then become elongate fusiform in the outer volutions. The 

axial filling is heavy throughout most of the shell. The septa are 

plane along the axis to the extreme polar ends. The septal count for 

the first to the eighth volutions is 9, 16, .23, 27, 28, 31, 35, and 
Ijl, respectively.

The spirotheca is thick and has a structure typical of the
*

genus. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca in the first to 

the tenth volutions of five specimens are 13, lit, 20, 25, 29, 31, 35, 
35, 37, and 31* microns, respectively.

The tunnel is narrow, with a slight increase to outer volu

tions. The course of the tunnel is eccentric from one.volution to 

the next. Averages of the tunnel angles of the first to the ninth 

volutions of five specimens are 11, 17, 19, 20, 18, 19, 20, 21*, and 

23 degrees, respectively. The chomata are low, asymmetrical and are
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steep to overhanging on the tunnel side. They spread laterally to 

reach the poles in the first few volutions and extend about half way 
to the poles with rapidly decreasing height in the outer two or three 

volutions.
Discussion.— WedekindeTI~ina sp. A is one of the largest spe

cies of this genus and is most remarkable in that it is found associa

ted with large forms of FusrQdna. It closely resembles Wedekindellina 

excentries Roth and Skinner. In W. sp. A the spirotheca is thicker, 

tunnel angle smaller, and the form ratio is larger in the early volu
tions. Wedekindellina coloradoensis Roth and Skinner has a larger 
tunnel angle and the axial filling is much lighter than in W. sp. A.

Occurrence.— In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Wedekindel

lina sp. A is found in measured section I, unit 58, at the top of the 

section, and is associated with Fusulina sp. A and Fusulina sp* B. In 

section II, unit 17, 132 feet above the base, it is associated with 
Fusulina sp. A.
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T a b le  1 0 . — M easurem ents  o f  W e d e k in d e l l in a  s p .  A

SPECIMEN UA-652 UA-690 UA-6U9 UA-651 UA-650

LENGTH (mm) U.2 3.5 5.5 U.2 i*.7
WIDTH (mm) 1.8 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.9
PROLOCULUS (mu) 90 112 87 88 103
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 13 18 8 10
V 2 15 20 17 • 17 17
V 3 18 21 18 18 18
V k 15 25 17 19 19v 5 17 22 15 17 18
V 6 19 21 15 19 20
V 7 21 23 16 20 20
V 8 28 —— 20 23 . 23v 9 26 20 23 23
CELL WALL THICKNESS" (mu)
V 1 9 16 10 —— • 12
V 2 12 16 10 — ■ 11*v 3 27 16 16 11* 19
V li 27 2k 18 H* 21*v 5 36 32 20 20 29
V 6 36 32 27 21* 30
V 7 U5 21* 27 27 31*
V 8 U5 32 25 28 31*
V 9 U5 — — 30 36 36
V 10 36 — 33 31* 31*
HALF LENGTHS (mm) 
V 1 .13 .25? .13 .13 .11*V 2 .20 .50 • .28 .22 .21*
V 3 .38 .75 .55 .33 .37v U .55 .83? .65 .1*8 .52v 5 .73 .93? .86 .81* .80
V 6 1.01 1.10 .97 .96 1.00
V 7 1.17? 1.25 1.30 1.16 1.30
V 8 1.52 1.75? 1.62 1.60 i.5o
V 9 1.75 1.90 1.80 1.90
V 10 2.10 — 2.35 2.12 2.30



£
T a b le  1 0 — C o n tin u e d  , -

FORM RATIOS
Volution 1 2.3
V 2 2.2
V 3 2.8v U 2.8
V 5 2.7
V 6 2.8v 7 2 . #
V 8 2.8 -
V 9 2.5
V 10 2.U

3.3 2.0 2.5 2.3
lt.0 2.9 2.9 2.9
w U.o 3.U 3.3
3.7 3.3 3.0 3.6
2.6 3.3 2.6 3.1
2.6 2.8 2.6 2.8
2.3 2.8 2.7 2.7
2.U 2.9 2.6 2.7
— — 2.7 2.5 2.6
■ ■■ 2.7 2.U 2.5
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Wedekindellina sp» B 

Plate II, no, 7-9

Description,— The shell is small, elongate subcylindrical with 

straight to slightly curved axis of coiling, smoothly tapering lateral 

slopes and bluntly pointed poles. Specimens of seven to nine volutions
J

measure 2,1 to 3,5 mm in length and 0,8 to 1.1 mm in outside diameter. 

Form ratios of the first to the eighth volution in three specimens are 

1.5, 3,1, 2,7, U.3, U.O, li.O, 3.2, and 2.6, respectively.
In the specimens examined, the minute proloculi range from 6l 

to 81 microns in outside diameter. The first two volutions are low 
and thickly fusiform, succeeding volutions heighten slightly and leng

then along axis.
The spirotheca is typically four layered, seen only in the 

central part of the shell, the other areas being covered by the heavy 

axial filling. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca of the 

first to the eighth volutions of three specimens are 9, 16, 20, 25, 29, 
31, 35, and 36 microns, respectively. The axial filling is so heavy 
that it is difficult to see the polar ends. The septa are plane and 

observed only in the polar ends.of the outer volution. In two sagit
tal sections of four and five volutions, the septal counts are 9, 13, 
16, 21, and 30 per volution, respectively.

The tunnel is narrow, somewhat eccentric, with a slight in

crease in width to outer volutions. Averages of the tunnel angles 

of the first to the seventh volutions of three specimens are 13, 16,

20, 23, 23, 25, and 30 degrees, respectively. The chomata are low, 
asymmetrical, steep on tunnel side and gently sloping on poleward side.



Discussion.— Wedekindellina sp. B closely resembles Wedekindel-
5U

lina euthysepta Henbest and may be a geographical variation of that 

species. However, the lower number of volutions, smooth rounded poles, 

and the nearly horizontal lateral slopes indicate this is an unde

scribed species. WedekindeHina coloradoensis (Roth and Skinner) has 

a lower form ratio, slightly thicker spirotheca and a more eccentric 
tunnel path.

Occurrence.— In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Wedekindel- 
lina sp. B is recorded in measured section I, unit U5, 328 feet above 
the base of the measured section, and is associated with WedekindelTina 
minuta. In section II, it is located in unit 8, 71 feet above the 
base.
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T a b le  1 1 M easurem ents  o f  W e d e k in d e l l in a  s p . B .

SPECIMEN UA-622 UA-621 UA-623
LENGTH (mm) 3.5 2.6 2.1

WIDTH (mm) 1.1 .8 .9
PROLOCULUS (mu) 81 81? 61

TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees) 
Volution 1 13? l i t 12
V 2 18 17 13?
V 3 26? 23 12
V U 23 23 2it?
V 5 22 2it? 22
V 6 2it 26? 25?
V 7 30 —— • ~  -
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 10 9 8
V 2 18 16 12v 3 27 27 l i t
V it 30 25 17
V 5 36 29 23
V 6 U5 30 2itv 7 Ii5 38 3lt
V 8 36 — ?
HALF LENGTHS (mm) 
V 1 .11 # .08
V 2 .15? .lit? .17
V 3 .59? .31 .28
V it .90? .78 .35
V 5 1.12? .90 .57
v 6 l.itit? 1.08 .70v 7 1.55? 1.30 .87
V 8 1.75? —— 1.05?
FORM RATIOS 
V 1 1.5 1.5 1.5
V 2 lt.6 1.5? 2.2
V 3 3.8 2.1 2.5
V it lt.U lt.9 2.3
V 5 lt.3 it.2 2.7
V 6 ii.3 3.7 2.5
V 7 3.6 3.2 2.1t
V 8 3.1 — • 2.3?



Genus FUSULINA Fischer de Waldheim, 1829

Fusulina euryteines Thompson 

Plate II, no. 12-13

Fusulinella meeki DUNBAR & CONDRA, 1927, Nebraska Geol. Survey, Bull.
2, pT tH^BO, pi. 15, figs. U-6, pi. 2, figs. 12-11*.

Fusulina euryteines THOMPSON, 193U> tftiiv. Iowa, Studies in Natural 
History, vol. 16, p. 310-313, pi. 22, figs. U, 13, 11*, l8j 
THOMPSON, 1936, Jour. Paleo., vol. 10, p. 107-108, pi. 15, 
figs. 3-5; NEEDHAM, 1937, New Mexico School of Mines, Bull.
11*, p. 21, pi. 2, figs. U-5.

Description.— The shell is small, fusiform with a straight 
axis of coiling, concave to slightly convex lateral slopes and bluntly 

pointed poles. Mature specimens of six to seven volutions measure 3.2 

to 3.6 mm in length and 1.6 to 1.7 mm in diameter. Averages of the 

form ratios of the first to the sixth volutions of two specimens are 

1.5, 1.5, 1.7, 1.9, 1.9, and 2.0, respectively.
In the specimens examined, the proloculi range from 85 to 100 

microns in outside diameter and are essentially spherical. The suc

cessive volutions increase slowly to the top of the shell. One sagit
tal section was measured3 the number of septa increase rather rapidly 
in the first three volutions. The septal count for the first to sixth 

volutions are 10, 16, 21, 25, 27, and 31, respectively.
The spirotheca is composed of tectum, diaphanotheca, and upper 

and lower tectoria, and these parts are not easily distinguishable in 

all parts of the shell. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca 

of the firstto the sixth volutions of two specimens are 13, 19, 27, 33, 
3U, and 35 microns, respectively.



The tunnel is narrow, with a slight increase in width to outer 

volutions # Averages of the tunnel angles of the first to the fifth 

volutions of two specimens are 13, 16, 20, 2l|, and 26 degrees, respec
tively. The chomata are developed in all but the last volution. The

chomata in the early volutions are steep near the tunnel and slope 

away gently on the poleward side. In the outer volutions the chomata 

are steep to overhanging on the tunnel side, and slope rather steeply 

on the poleward side.

Discussion.— This species is closely similar to Fusulina 
rockymontana Roth and Skinner. In Fusulina euryteines the chomata 
are heavier, spread wider laterally, and have a slightly narrower 

tunnel angle. Fusulina haworthi (Beede) has fewer septa and the poles 

are more pointed.

Occurrence.— Fusulina euryteines is one of the more widespread 

species. Thompson (1936a, p. 107) reports it from the lower Desmoines- 

ian part of the Hartville Formation of Wyomingj Needham (1937, p. 21) 

from the lower Desmoinesian of the lower Magdalena Formation in New 

Mexico3 and Thompson (l93lt, p. 310) reports it from the lower Des- 
moines Series of southwestern Iowa.

Similar forms, probably conspecific, have been reported by Dun
bar and Condra (19U2) from Missouri; by Henbest (1928) from the Stone- 

fort Limestone of Illinois; by Dunbar and Condra (1927) and by White 
(1932) from the Millsap Formation of Texas.

In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, this species is recorded 

in measured section I, unit 32, 187 feet above the base of the measured

57

section.
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Table 2 2 .— Measurements of Fusnllna euryteines

SPECIMEN UA-627 UA-626

LENGTH (mm) 3.6 3.2
WIDTH (mm) 1.7 1.6
PROLOCULUS (mu) 100 85
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees
Volution 1 10 16?V 2 16 16
V 3 22 18
V h 26 23
V $ 30 21?
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V I 15 12V 2 20 17v 3 30 2ltV It 3it 32V 5 3it 3ltV 6 35 35v 7 ? ——

HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .90 .15V 2 .17 .26v 3 .27 .51V It .51t .87v 2 .81 1.20V 6 1.31 1.61V 7 1.80? ——
FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.5 1.5V 2 1.5 1.6v 3 1.5 1.9v It 1.8 2.0
V 5 1.8 1.9V 6 2.0 2.0v 7 2.1? —■ —



Fusullna knighti Dunbar and Henbest 
Plate IH, no# 8-9

Fusullna knight! DUNBAR & HENBEST, 191*2, Illinois Geol. Survey, Bull.
67, p. 112-113, pi. 6, figs. ll*-21.

Description.— The shell is small, elongate fusiform with slight

ly convex lateral slopes, pointed polar ends and a straight axis of 

coiling. Specimens of five to seven volutions measure 3.0 to 1**1 mm in 

length and 1.7 to 2.0 in diameter. Averages of the form ratios of the 
first to the seventh volutions are 1.2, 1.5, 2.0, 2.2, 2.0, 2.0, and 
2.1, respectively.

In the specimens examined, proloculi range from 87 to 126 mi

crons in outside diameter. The first volution is low and globose. The 

second and later volutions are tightly coiled with a slow and gradual 

expansion to the top of the shell.

The spirotheca is typically four layered, being thickest in the 
central part of the shell with slowly decreasing thickness toward the 

poles. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca of the first to the 
sixth volutions of four specimens are l6, 18, 25, 1*1*, 1*6, and 52 mi
crons, respectively. The septa are strongly fluted throughout the 
shell and the septal loops extend upward, almost touching the overly
ing volution.

The tunnel is narrow, with a slight increase in width to the 

outer volutions. Averages of the tunnel angles of the first to the 

fifth volutions of four specimens are 13, 18, 21, 26, and 33 degrees, 

respectively. The chomata are narrow, difficult to distinguish from
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nearby septal loops and, on the tunnel side, they are steep to overhang

ing and moderately steep on poleward sides.
Discussion.— These specimens generally have a smaller shell and 

smaller proloculi than the type specimens of Dunbar and Condra. Fusu- 

lina knighti is similar to Fusulina leei Skinner, but has narrower 

chomata and stronger fluting through middle part of shell. Fusulina 

kayi Thompson has wider chomata, less deeply folded septa, and general

ly a smaller shell.
Occurrence.— Dunbar and Heribest (191*2, p. 112) report the type 

species from the Bankston Fort Limestone of Illinois and in the Fort 
Scott Limestone of Missouri which are middle Desmoinesian in age and 
just below advanced forms of Fusulina.

In Arizona Fusulina knighti has been reported by Heribest (in 

Gilluly, Cooper and Williams, 195U> p. 3U) from the middle Desmoinesian 

part of the Horquilla Limestone of southeast Arizona* Horvath (I960, 

p. 1*0) reports it from both the Salt River and Spring Canyon sections 

in east central Arizona. Both Horvath and Heribest report it above and 

associated with Fusulina novamexicana Needham.

In the Dripping Spring Mountains area Fusulina knighti is re

corded in measured section I, unit 51, 379 feet above the base of the 
measured section, and is associated with Fusulina sp. D.
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Table 13.— Measurements of Fusulina knighti

SPECIMEN UA-636 DA-635 UA-691 UA-692
LENGTH (mm) it.l lt.0 3.it . 3.0?

WIDTH (mm) 1.9 1.7 ? 2.0
PROLOCULUS (mi) 126 87? 90 , 95
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees) 
Volution 1 12 12 13 lit
V 2 15 22 17 18
V 3 17 23 18 2lt
V k 19 25 20 3it
V S 22 29 23 itl
V 6 mm mm 33 26
V 7 —— n "
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu) 
V 1 20 9 16 16
V 2 20 20 15 18
V 3 30 25 25 25
V h ' 56 28 itO it2
V 3 60 32 it3 5it
v 6 . 60 3it it8 66
V 7 —— ? ? ?
V 8 . — —  ’ ? "
HALF LENGTHS (mm) 
V 1 .13 .09 .09 .09
V 2 .28 •2it .17 .16
V 3 .60 .50 .30 .37
V it 1.25 .87 .51 .65
V 5 1.6o 1.20 .72 l.o5
V 6 2.05? 1.65 1.17 1.U8
V 7 2.00? 1.U3 ?
V 8 " —— - 1.70 ——
FORM RATIOS
V I 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.0
V 2 1.6 2.0 l.it 1.2
V 3 2.0 2.it 1.6 1.6
V it 2.7 2.8 1.7 1.6
v 5 2.3 2.5 1.6 1.3
V 6 2.2? 2.5 1.8 1.5
V 7 “  ' 2.3? 1.8 ?
V 8 — •mmm . ? mmmm.
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Fusulina rockymontana ROTH & SKINNER, 1930, Jour. Paleo., vol. it, p. 
3hh-3h5, pi. 31, figs. U-6; THOMPSON, 1936, Jour. Paleo., 
vol. 10, p. 109, pi. 16, figs. 10, 11; DUNBAR & SKINNER, 1937, 
Univ. Texas, Bull. 3701, p. 7U6, pi. W ,  figs. 3, 8; THOMPSON, 
19U5, Kansas Geol. Survey, Bull. 60, p. 62, pi. 5, figs. 19- 
2I>; THOMPSON, VERVILLE & BISSELL, 1950, Jour. Paleo., vol. 21*, 
p. WiO-ltU2, pi. 57, figs. 9-Hi.

Description.— The shell is small, fusiform, with slightly con

cave to convex lateral slopes, a nearly straight axis of coiling and 
bluntly pointed poles. Mature specimens of six to seven and one-half 
volutions measure U»0 to 5.0 mm in length and 1.7 to 2.2 mm in diame
ter. Averages of the form ratios of the first to the seventh volutions 

of three specimens are 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 1.9, 1.9, 2.U, and 2.2, respec
tively.

In the specimens examined, proloculi range from 108 to 165 mi
crons in outside diameter. The first two or three volutions are 

inflated fusiform, the outer volutions becoming fusiform.

The spirotheca is thin and typical of the genus. Averages of 
the thickness of the spirotheca in the first to the seventh volutions 
in three specimens are 11, 16, 21, 21;, 30, 2U, and 28 microns, respec
tively. The fluting is moderate throughout the central part of shell 
and increases in the polar regions. The septal count for the first to 

the sixth volutions in one specimen is 12, 17, 21, 22, 23, and 28, re
spectively.

The tunnel path is slightly curved for this genus. Averages 
of the tunnel angles for the first to the sixth volutions in three

Fusulina rockymontana Roth and Skinner

Plate III, no. k-7
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specimens are 13# 16, 21, 25>, 30, and 36 degrees, respectively. The 
chomata are asymmetrical in inner volutions, becoming more symmetrical 

in outer volutions.
Discussion.— Fusulina rockymontana is distinguished from 

Fusulina socorroensis Needham by its wider tunnel angle, its slightly 

greater length, and its greater form ratio.

Occurrence.— Roth and Skinner (1930, p. 3kb) report the type 
specimens from the McCoy Formation of Colorado. Fusulina rockymontana 

has been reported from' Desmoinesian rocks of eastern Wyoming by Henbest 

(in Alexander, 195U> p. 13) j from the Desmoinesian part of the Hart- 
ville Formation of Wyoming .by Thompson (1936a, p. 106) j from the 
Youghall Formation of Utah by Thompson (193U> p. 62)$ and from the 
lower part of the Desmoinesian of the Oquirrh Formation of Utah by . 

Thompson, Verville, and Bissell (19$0, p* I4I4.O).
In Arizona it has been reported from the middle part of the 

HorquiHa Limestone of southeast Arizona by Tyrrell (1957, p. 59) 5 from 
the Naco Group of southeast Arizona by Williams (1951, P« bl)$ and from 

the Salt River and Spring Canyon sections by Horvath (i960, p. 33).
In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, it is recorded in meas

ured section II, units 9, 11,.and 13, respectively, at 99, 115, and 
125 feet above the base of the measured section and is associated with 
Wedekindellina euthysepta. In section I it is located in unit 37,

227 feet above the base of the measured section and is associated with 
Wedekindellina matura.
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Table lit.— Measurements of Fusulina rockymontana

SPECIMEN UA-631 UA-632 UA-633 UA-634
LENGTH (mm) . lt.3 ' it.9 4.0 9.0

WIDTH (mm) 2.0 2.2 1.7 1.8

PROLOCULUS (mu) lit8 169 122 108

TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 12 lit 12
V 2 1$ 16 17? 19
V 3 19 21v 2$. 18v k 21 19 29 2$
V 3 23 30 38 30
V 6 32 43 37
V 7
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu) r
V 1 11 10 12 ——
V 2 17 16 16 "v 3 2lt 18 19 22v U 26 2it 20 23v 5 3it 32 24 26
V 6 2lt 2 U 24 29v 7 —— 30 26 29
V 8 “ 2it — —
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .2it .19 .09 .13
V 2 .90 .29 .17 .31v 3 .79 .38 .38 .94
V it 1.37 .63 .92 .89v 5 1.67 .90 .87 1.20
V 6 2.1$ 1.42 1.6$ 1.90v 7 1.77 2.00 2.90
V 8 —- 2.2$ —- ——
FORM RATIOS
V 1 l.it 1.3 1.1 1.2
V 2 1.9 1.4 1.4 1.4
V 3 1.9 1.4 1.9 1.8
V it 2.it 1.6 1.7 1.8v S 2.2 1.4 1.9 1.9
V 6 2.2 1.9 2.7 2.3v 7 — 1.9 2.4 2.3
V 8 —— 2.0 — mmam
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Fusulina tumida ALEXANDER, 195U> Oklahoma Geol* Surv. Giro* 31, p. 1*3,
pi* 1*, figs. 9-12.

Description.— The shell is medium-sized, thickly fusiform to 

globose with a slightly curved axis of coiling, convex lateral slopes 

and smoothly rounded poles. One specimen has eleven volutions with a 

length of 5.0 mm and a diameter of 3.1* mm. Form ratios of the first 

to the eleventh volutions are 1.0, 1.2, 1.1*, 1.1*, 1.3, 1.2, 1.3, 1.1*, 

1.5, l.li, and 1.5, respectively.
The proloculus is of medium size, measuring 156 microns in 

outside diameter. The first three volutions are globose, becoming 

thickly fusiform in the outer volutions.

The spirotheca is typically four-layered, decreasing in thick

ness as the poles are approached. The thickness of the spirotheca for 

the first to the eleventh volutions is 10, 17, 21*, 27, 33, 1*0, 1*8, 50, 

55# 38, and 32 microns, respectively. The septal fluting is intense 
throughout the shell with some of the septal loops touching the over- 
lying volution.

The tunnel is moderately narrow with a slight increase to outer 
volutions. In some volutions the tunnel is slightly offset. The tun

nel angle for the first to the tenth volutions is 10, 11, 12, 11, 12, 

lit, lit, 15, 20, and 25 degrees, respectively. The chomata are moder
ately heavy, asymmetrical, extending upwards and may touch the

Fusulina tumida Alexander
Plate IV, noe 3



overlying volution. The chomata are steep on tunnel side and slope 

sharply toward the poles.
Discussion.— Fusulina tumida Alexander is similar to F. girtyi 

(Dunbar and Condra). F. tumida is larger per volution, has a larger 

tunnel angle, and the poles are more rounded. Fusulina novamexicana 

Needham has a greater length, higher form ratio, and fewer volutions.

Occurrence.— Alexander (195U> p. 1*3) reports the type speci
mens from the Oologah Formation of Oklahoma, which is middle Des- 

moinesian in age. Horvath (i960, p. 38) reports this species from the 
lower Desmoinesian rocks of the Naco Formation of the Spring Canyon 
and Salt River sections of east-central Arizona.

In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Fusulina tumida is re

corded in measured section I, unit 1*8, 356 feet above the base of the 

measured section, and is associated with Fusulina sp. A, Wedekindel- 

lina sp. A, and Wedekindellina euthysepta and Wedekindellina ellip- 
soides.

66
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Table 1$.— Measurements of Fusullna tuxnida

SPECIMEN UA-6ItIt
LENGTH (mm) 2.0
WIDTH (mm) 3.1t
PROLOCULUS (mu) 156
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 10
V 2 11
V 3 12
V It 11
V 5 12
V 6 litv 7 lit
V 8 15
V 9 20
V 10 25
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 10
V 2 y 17
V 3 2lt
V 1 It 27
V 5 33
V 6 ItO
V 7 It8
V 8 50
V 9 55V 10 38
V 11 32
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .13V 2 .23
V 3 .38
V It •5ov 5 .63V 6 .80
V 7 1.0$
V 8 l.ltO
V 9 1.80V 10 2.10v n 2.50
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Table l5«— Continued

FORM RATIOS
Volution 1 1.0
V 2 1.2
V 3 1.U
V U I.u
V 5 1.3
V 6 1.2
v 7 1.3
V 8 l.U
V 9 1.5
V 10 1.U
v n 1.5
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Description.— The shell is large, thickly fusiform, with a 

straight axis of coiling, concave lateral slopes and bluntly pointed 
poles. Mature specimens of eight to nine volutions measure 7*0 to 8.6 
mm in length and 2.8 to 3.5 mm in diameter. One tangential section 

measured 10 mm in length. Averages of the form ratios of the first to 

the eighth volutions of five specimens are 1.7, 1*7, 2.0, 2.3, 2.It,
2.it, 2.5, and 2.it, respectively.

In the specimens examined proloculi range from lit It to 232 mi
crons in outside diameter. The first three volutions are low, short, 
and globose. The fourth and later volutions gradually lengthen along 

the axis and become progressively higher.

The spirotheca is thick for this genus and is composed of a 

tectum, diaphanotheca, and thick tectoria. The spirotheca slowly de

creases in thickness toward the poles. Averages of the thickness of 

the spirotheca of the first to the ninth volutions of five specimens 

are 25, 36, I48, 52, 50, 55, 55, 55, and 1*2 microns, respectively. The 
septa are fairly thick and intensely fluted into high, closely-spaced 
folds which extend from pole to pole. Near the top of the chambers 
the septa are as intensely folded as near basal margins. Averages of 

the septal counts of the first to the eighth volutions of two specimens 

are 15, 2It, 27, 35, Ul, U3, 1|3, and Uit, respectively.
The tunnel is bordered on either side by pseudochomata that 

form asymmetrical ridges in the inner volutions, but become more

Fusulina sp. A

Plate V, no. 1-9
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symmetrical, are higher and less massive in the outer volutions • Aver

ages of the tunnel angles of the first to the seventh volutions in five 

specimens are 10, lit, 17, 21, 26, 27, and 28 degrees, respectively.

Discussion,— Fusulina sp, A has a larger shell than Fusulina 

retusa Thompson and Thomas, and Fusulina novamexicana Needham, Fusu

lina mysticensis Thompson is much longer and more nearly cylindrical 
than Fusulina sp. A,

1 This is one of the largest reported species of this genus. It 
is remarkable in that it is associated with a large, advanced, unde

scribed form of Wedekindellina. Fusnl in a sp, A is more similar to 
Fusulina megista Thompson than to any other species. F. megista is 
smaller per volution, and has a higher form ratio in the outer volu

tions, Fusulina sp. A has a thicker spirotheca, slightly larger tunnel 

angle, and has more intense fluting of the septa near the top of the 

shell in the outer volutions. All large forms of Fusulina that have 

been reported are upper Desmoinesian in age.

Occurrence.— In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Fusulina 

sp. A is abundant in measured section I, unit 58, lp.8 feet above the 
base of the measured section, and is associated with Fusulina sp. B- 
and Wedekindellina sp. A. In section H  it is located in unit 17,
135 feet above the base of the measured section, and is associated with 
Wedekindellina sp. A.
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Table 16.— Measurements of Fusulina sp. A

SPECIMEN UA-662 . UA-657 UA-661 UA-659 UA-660
LENGTH (mm) 7.0 8.2 8.6 8.3 8.0
WIDTH (mm) 2.9 3.5 . 3.0 2.8 . 3.1
PROLOCULUS (mu) 176 209 " Ibb 232 200
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 9 10 12 9 11
V 2 10 11 lb 17 17
V 3 15 17 17 18 17v h 16 21 21 23 17v 5 10 26 26 30 21v 6 21 27 30 32 2bv 7 29 28 • ? ? 27
V 8 —— —— — —
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 2U 15 35 2b 2b
V 2 . 32 16 bo bO bo
V 3 56 2b b8 6b b8v U 56 52 56 . bo 56v 5 6k bo 6b 56 6b
V 6 6U 32 80 b8 72
V 7 80 3b bO 80 72
V 8 77 30 38 70 bo
V 9 “ b2 — — —
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V I .30 .20 mmmm .bo .30
V 2 .bo .33 .38 .53 •b7
V 3 .65 .65 .63 .85 •58
V It .88 .98 1.00 1.15 1.00v 5 1.37 1.37 1.75 1.75 l.bo
V 6 1.87 1.87 2.38 2.75 2.12
V 7 2.80 2.28 3.25 3.62 3.00
V 8 3.30 3.25 b.25 b.13 b.oov 9 — b.10 —— — —
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Table 16.— Continued

FORM RATIOS
Volution 1 1.0 1.3 ? 2.7 2.0
V 2 1.8 l.U l.U 2.3 2.1
V 3 2.0 1.9 1.7 2.U 1.6
V It 1.8 1.9 1.7 2.6 1 :9v 5 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.7 1.9v 6 1.6 2.0 2.2 3.1 2.1
V 7 2.6 2.0 2.U 3.3 2.U
V 8 2.3 2.2 2.8 3.0 2.6
V 9 — 2.It — —
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Description.— The shell is medium large, thickly fusiform to 

ventricose. The lateral slopes are gently convex and poles bluntly to 
sharply pointed. Specimens of seven to eight volutions measure 5.0 to 

6.5 nun in length and 2.9 to 3.2 mm in diameter. Averages of the form 

ratios of the first to the eighth volutions are 1.1, 1.5, 1.8, 1.8, 

1.9, 1.9, 1.9, and 1.8, respectively. ;
In the specimens examined, proloculi range from 328 to 176 mi

crons in outside diameter. The first three or four volutions are 
globose, becoming more thickly fusiform in their outer volutions. The 

septa are strongly folded across the center of the shell as well as 
near the poles, and the septal loops almost touch the upper volutions.

The spirotheca is typically four-layered and thick for this 
genus. The spirotheca slowly decrease in thickness toward the poles. 
Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca of the first to the eighth 

volutions of three specimens are 23, 3U, 39, 1*6, 55, 56, 60, and U7 
microns, respectively.

The tunnel is narrow, somewhat eccentric in its course, becom
ing wider in the outer two volutions. Averages of the tunnel angles 
of the first to the seventh volutions of three specimens are 11, li|, 

16, 17, 20, 25, and 28 degrees, respectively. The pseudochomata are 

low, asymmetrical in the inner volutions, becoming high and more sym

metrical in the outer volutions. They are steep to overhanging on

Fusulina sp. B

Plate IV, no. 5-7
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the tunnel side and are rather steep on the poleward side. In the 

outer volutions they are difficult to distinguish from adjacent septa.

Discussion.— Fusultna sp. B is similar to Fusulina novamexicana 

Needham, but has a much thicker spirotheca, is larger per volution, and 
has a wider tunnel angle in the outer volutions. Fusulina me gist a 

Thompson is larger and has a smaller form ratio, a smaller shell, and 

a thicker spirotheca in the outer volutions.

Occurrence*— In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Fusulina 
sp. B is recorded in measured section I, unit £8, at the top of the 
section and is associated with Fusulina sp. A and Wedekindellina sp. A.
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Table 17.--Measurements of Fusulina sp. B

SPECIMEN .. . UA-6I46 UA-6U7
LENGTH (ran) 6.5 5.0

WIDTH (ran) 3.2 2.9
PROLOCULUS (mu) 176 128

TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 16 9
V 2 15 lit
V 3 16 17
V .u 15 18
V 5 22 21
V 6 27 . 22
V 7 30 23
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 32 2h
V 2 38 32
V 3 U6 1*8
V It Ut U9
v 5 itO lt8
V 6 U8 56
V 7 72 1*0
V 8 56 ItO
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V I .18 .15
V 2 .U8 .35
v 3 .66 .60
V It 1.12 .85
v 5 1.75 1.20
v 6 2.00 1.97
V 7 2.75 2.35
V 8 3.25 2.50

FORM RATIOS
V 1 1 .1 1.2
V 2 1.7 1.7
V 3 1 .6 2 .0
V It 1 .8 2 .0
V 5 2 .1 1.9
V 6 2 .1 2.2
v 7 2 .1 2 .0
V 8 2 .0 1.7

UA-6U8

5.1
2.9
168

10
1U
15
l it
19
23
2lt

2ft

72
?

.15

.25

.U5

.65

.95
1.30
1.85
2.53

1.0
1.2
1.U
1.5
1.5
1.51.6
1.7

r3 
oo

 VS
 VS
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Description,— The shell is medium large, elongate fusiform to 

sub cylindrical with smooth sloping to gently concave lateral slopes and
bluntly pointed poles. One specimen measured 6,1 mm in length and 2,2

'

mm in diameter. The form ratio for the first to the seventh volutions 
is 2.0, 2,6, 2.2, 2.0, 2.1, 2.I4, and 2.7, respectively.

The proloculus is spherical, measuring 135 microns in outside 
diameter. The first volution is thickly fusiform with the later volu
tions becoming more elongate fusiform. The septa are strongly fluted 
throughout the shell, and the septal loops may touch the overlying 
volution.

The spirotheca is thin but has a structure typical of the 

genus. The thickness of the spirotheca for the first to the seventh 

volutions is 27, 36, 36, 5U, hS, 5U, and 1*5 microns, respectively.

The tunnel is narrow, eccentric, with a slight increase in 

width in the first three volutions, but in the fourth and later volu

tions it increases to more than twice as wide as the earlier ones.
The tunnel angle measures 7, 8, 9, 20, 21, and 22 degrees for the first 
to the sixth volutions, respectively. The pseudochomata are high,• 
asymmetrical in the inner volutions and becoming essentially symmetri
cal in the outer volutions, which makes it difficult to distinguish 
from adjacent septa.

Discussion.— Fusulina sp. C closely resembles Fus»T i na haworthi 

(Beede), but the latter is somewhat larger per volution, has a wider

Fusulina spe C

Plate IV, no, 13
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tunnel angle, the spirotheca is thinner in the inner volutions, and the 
shape is more thickly fusiform in the central part of the shell. Fusu- 

lina lonsdalensis Dunbar and Heribest has a higher fora ratio, wider 

tunnel angle and the spirotheca is thinner. Fusulina exinda Thompson 

is much longer with a higher form ratio.
Occurrence.— In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Fusulina 

sp. C is recorded in measured section I, unit 5£, 13 feet below the 

top of the measured section.
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Table 18.— Measurements of Fusulina sp. C

SPECIMEN UA-658

LENGTH (mm) 6.1
WIDTH (mm) 2.2

PROLOCULUS (mu) 135

TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1
V 2
V 3
V k 20V 5 21
V 6 22

CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V I  2?
V 2 36V 3 36v h 5bv 5 U5v 6 5Uv 7 U5
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .20
V 2 .50
V 3 .65v b .93v 5 1.3b
V 6 2.07v 7 3.05
FORM RATIOS
V I  2.0
V 2 2.6
V 3 2.2
V b 2.0V 5 2.1V 6 2.b
V 7 2.7

C'-oo 0\
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Description. — The shell is small, fusiform with a straight to 

slightly curved axis of coiling, concave lateral slopes and bluntly 
pointed poles. Specimens of six to seven volutions measure 3.5 to 1;.0 

mm in length and 1.6 to 1.8 mm in diameter. Averages of the form 
ratios of the first to the sixth volutions in four specimens are 1.5, 

1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.2, and 2.U, respectively.
In the specimens examined, proloculi range from 8? to 130 mi

crons in the outside diameter. The volutions expand gradually to the 
top of the shell, and the height of volutions are slightly higher at 
the lateral slopes.

The spirotheca is typically four-layered, and these layers are 

not easily distinguishable in all parts of the shell. Averages of the 

thickness of the spirotheca of the first to the sixth volutions of 

four specimens are 17, 23, 32, 36, 1*0, and 36 microns, respectively. 

The fluting is moderate across the mid-zone and strong toward the 
poles.

The tunnel is narrow with a slight increase in width to the 
outer volutions. Averages of the tunnel angles of the first to the 
fifth volutions of four specimens are 12, 17, 22, 25, and 26 degrees, 
respectively. In the first two or three volutions the chomata are 
asymmetrical, steep on the tunnel side, and sloping gently on the 

poleward side. In the outer volutions the chomata are steep on both 
sides and are essentially symmetrical.

F u s u l in a  s p .  D

P l a t e  I I I ,  n o .  1 0 - 1 1



Piscussion. — Fusulina sp, D is similar to Fusulina socorroensis 

Needham, but the latter has a wider tunnel angle, higher form ratio, 

and is generally larger. Fusulina knighti Dunbar and Henbest is more 

thickly fusiform and" has a slightly smaller form ratio. Fusulina leei 
Skinner is more slender and has a higher form ratio.

Occurrence .— In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Fusulina 

sp. D is recorded in measured section I, unit $1, 379 feet above the 

base of the measured section and is associated with Fusulina kniditi.
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Table 19.— Measurements of Fusulina sp. D

SPECIMEN UA-637 UA-638 UA-693 UA-69U

LENGTH (mm) it.o 3.7 3.7 s 3.5

WIDTH (mm) 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.7
PROLOCULUS (mu) 108 87 90 130

TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 10 17 9 13
V 2 16 20 12 17
V 3 23 25 17 21
V It 27 26 20 23v 5 ' 32 21 26 26
V 6 —— — 33? ——

CELL WALL THICKNESS (mi) 
V 1 18 17 18 10
V 2 27 15 27 2lt
V 3 36 25 27 35
V U b z 27 - k3
v 5 5U 3lt 27 3lt
V 6 ? ? 36 ——v 7 -- — ? “

HALF LENGTHS (mm) 
V 1 .16 .09 .13 .13
V 2 .32 .2lt .20 .30
V 3 .63 .52 .27 .61
V It .96 1.30 .Itl .83v 5 1.U6 1.57 .95? 1.35
V 6 2.00? 1.85? 1.53 • 1.7k?
V 7 —  ■ —— . i.8k? —— '

FORM RATIOS 
V 1 1.8 1.1 l.lt 1.2
V 2 3.5 1.6 1.5 1.7
V 3 2.6 2.0 1.3 2.2
V It 2.It 3.0 1.2 2.1
v 5 2.It 2.It 1.9 2.0
v 6 2.5? 2.3 2.1 2.0v 7 ——  • —— 2.1
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Description.— The shell is medium large, inflated fusiform with 

a slightly curved axis of coiling, concave lateral slopes and bluntly 

pointed poles. Specimens of six to seven volutions measure It.2 to 5.0 

mm in length and 1.7 to 2.0 mm in diameter. Averages of the form ra

tios of the first to the sixth volutions of four specimens are 1*3,

1.7, 2.0, 2.3, 2.0, and 2.5, respectively.
In the specimens examined, proloculi range from 90 to 130 mi

crons in the outside diameter. The volutions expand slowly to the 
top of the shell. The first volution is short and globose, the later 

volutions becoming fusiform to inflated fusiform in the outer volu
tions.

The spirotheca is thin, with structure typical of the genus.

The diaphanotheca is thin and difficult to see, except in the outer 

volutions. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca for the,second 

to the sixth volutions in four specimens are 17, 28,.37, Ml, and 52 

microns, respectively. The septa are thin and highly fluted throughout 
the length of the shell. Away from the central part of the shell, the 
septal loops extend to the tops of the next volution.

The tunnel is narrow in the first, few volutions and difficult 
to measure; in the outer volutions, the tunnel width.increases slowly. 
Averages of the tunnel angles of the first to the fifth volutions in 

four specimens are 12, 19, 26, 29, and 3lt degrees, respectively. The 

chomata are high, narrow, and steep on both sides of the tunnel.

F u s u l in a  s p , E

Plate III, no. 12-lit



Discussion.— Fusulina sp. E is similar to Fusulina rockymontana 

Roth and Skinner, but it is slightly larger, has a higher form ratio, 

smaller tunnel angle, and a smaller proloculus. Fusulina casperensis 

Thompson and Thomas is smaller and has broader chomata.

Occurrence.— In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Fusulina 

sp. E is recorded in measured section II, unit 1£>, 131 feet above the 

base of the measured section.
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Table 20.-—Measurements of Fusulina sp. E

SPEC m m UA-6iil UA-6ItO UA-639 UA-695
LENGTH (mm) lt.2 5.0 4.5 4.3
WIDTH (mm) 1.7 2.0 1.7 1.9?
PROLOCULUS (mu) 130 130 90 104
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees) 
Volution 1 1 22 13 U
V 2 18 19 24
V 3 35 2lt 21 23v h 36 25 21 39v 5 lt6 33 24 «—
V 6 35 — “

CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V I ? ? 10 ?
V 2 12 2lt 18 17
V 3 25 32 34 25v h 50 35 4o 34v 5 67 42 44 42
V 6 33 5o 58 5ov 7 —— 34 — ?
HALF LENGTHS (mm) 
V 1 .15 .13 .10 .13
V 2 .33 .23 .35 .19v 3 .58 .50 .55 .37
V It 1.00 .88 1.00 .70v 3 1.92 ( 1.32 1.52 1.22
V 6 2.10 2.18 2.25 1.65
V 7 —— 2.50 — 2.17
FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.7 1.1 1.2 1.5V 2 2.1 1.3 2.2 1.3
V 3 2.2 1.9 2.2 1.6
V It 2.7 2.1 2.6 2.0v 3 3.0 2.1 2.6 2.3
V 6 2.It 2.5 2.7 2.3v 7 — 2.5 — 2.2?
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Description#— The shell is small, inflated fusiform with a 

straight axis of coiling, concave lateral slopes and bluntly pointed 

poles# Specimens of six volutions measure 2.5 to 3.2 mm in length 

and 1.1 to 1.3 mm in diameter. Averages of the form ratios of the 

first to the sixth volutions in three specimens are l.U, 1.6, 2.0,
2.1, 2.3, and 2.It, respectively.

In the specimens examined, proloculi range from 8? to 96 mi
crons in outside diameter. The shell expands slowly to the third or 
fourth volution, then more rapidly in the outer volutions•

The spirotheca is thin and has a structure typical of the 

genus, although the tectoria are thinner than those found in most 
American species of this genus that have been described. Averages of 

the thickness of the spirotheca for the first to the sixth volutions 

in three specimens are 9* 13, 21, 33, 35, and 2k microns, respectively. 
The fluting is intense along the poles and only moderately fluted in 
the middle part of the shell.

The tunnel angle is narrow in the first two or three volutions 
and difficult to measure; in the outer volutions the tunnel angle 

slowly increases. Averages of the tunnel angles of the second to the 
fifth volutions in three specimens are lit, 17, 22, and 23 degrees, re
spectively. The chomata are low, narrow and steep on the tunnel side, 
with rather steep poleward slopes.

Fusulina sp* F
Plate II, no# l*-6



Discussion.— Fusulina sp. F resembles Fusulina casperensis 

Thompson and Thomas, and may be a variation of that species. However, 

Fusulina sp. F is slightly smaller, has a slightly larger tunnel angle, 

and the fluting is not as intense as in F. casperensis. Fusulina eury- 

teines Thompson is larger and has broader massive chomata.

Occurrence.— In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Fusulina 
sp. F is recorded in measured section II, unit 6, I4.0 feet above the 
base of the measured section and is associated with Wedekindellina 
mature.
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Table 21.— Measurements of Fusulina sp. F

SPECIMEN UA-619 UA-620 UA-618

LENGTH (mm) 3.2 2.2 . 2.9

■WIDTH (mm) 1.3 1.2 1.1

PROLOCULUS (mu) 92 87 96

TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 —  — ■ w e — —

V 2 mmmm — • H*
V 3 18 17 17
V k  . 2U 20 23
V 5 22 22 — —

CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V I — 9 9
V 2 13 13
V 3 26 mm#* 18
v U 33 30 36
v 5 32 36 1*2
V 6 26 23 — —

HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .1U .09 .13
V 2 .23 .22 .23
V 3 •l|8 .32? .1*0
v h .7U .65- .62
V 5 1.22 .96 .96
V 6 1.61 1.27 1.1*3
FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.3 1.2 1.7
V 2 1.1* 1.8 1.9
v 3 2.0 1.8 2.2
v U 2.1 2.1 2.2
v 5 2.2 2.1 2.3
V 6 2.U 2.1 2.2
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Description.— The shell is small, fusiform to ventricose with 
a slightly curved axis of coiling, concave lateral slopes and sharply 

pointed poles. Specimens of six to eight volutions measure 3*0 to 3*6 

mm in length and 1.6 to 2.2 mm in diameter. Averages of the form ra

tios of the first to the seventh volutions in three specimens are 1.2, 

l.U, 1.6, 1.6, 1.6, 1.6, and 1.6, respectively.

In the specimens examined, proloculi range from 90 to 96 mi

crons in outside diameter. The first three or four volutions are low, 
short, and globose. Later volutions gradually lengthen along axis and 

become progressively higher.

The spirotheca is composed of tectum, diaphanotheca, and upper 

and lower tectoria. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca of the 

first to the eighth volutions of three specimens are 11, 19, 26, 33,

1*6, 1*2, 1*3, and 31* microns, respectively. The fluting is intense 

throughout the length of the shell. -

The tunnel is narrow with a slight increase in width to the 
outer volutions. Averages of the tunnel angles of the first to the 
seventh volutions in three specimens are 12, li*, 18, 21, 22, 22, and 

21* degrees, respectively. The choraata are narrow, steep to overhanging 
on tunnel side, and moderately steep on poleward side.

Discussion.— Fusulina sp. G resembles Fusulina occultifons 

Alexander but is slightly smaller in size, has a larger proloculus

Fusulina sp. G

Plate II, no. 1-3



and more massive chomata# F. occultifons expands more rapidly in the
89

outer volutions. •

Occurrence.--Williams (1951) reports a similar species associ

ated with Wedekindellina matura from the Horquilla Limestone in south
eastern Arizona.

In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Fusulina sp. G is 

recorded in measured section II, unit 3, 2J> feet above the base of 

the measured section and is associated with Wedekindellina matura.

/
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Table 22 .■— Measurements of Fusulina sp. G

SPECIMEN UA-616 UA-610 u a-696

LENGTH (mm) 3.1 3.6 3 . 0

WIDTH (mm) 1.6 2.2 1 . 7

PROLOCULUS (mu) 90? 90 96
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 12 22 ——
V 2 18 13 1 2
V 3 22 i a 15
V U 28 17 1 7
V 5 2 a 21 2 1
V 6 22 2 1 ?
V 7 — 2 a ——

CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 i a — 8
V 2 2 a . 15 ——
V 3 33 20 —
V a a 2 36 28
V 3 58 a2 a 2
V 6 25 52 51
V 7 mm+m 65 33
V 8 —— 3 a —
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .13 .09 .09
V 2 .23 .20 .18
V 3 . a a .29 .30v a .78 . a a . a s
V 5 i . o a .66 . 7 0
V 6 1.57 .87 .96
V 7 1.17 1.52
V 8 " 1.80
FORM RATIOS
V 1 . 1.2 1.2 1 . 2
V 2 1.3 i . a i . av 3 1.9 i . a 1.5
V a 1.8 i . a 1.6v 5 1.7 1.5 1.5V 6 1.9 1.5 1.6v 7 —— i . a 1.8
V 8 — • 1.7 mm mm

.
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Description. — The shell is medium large, elongate fusiform with 

a slightly curved axis of coiling, slightly concave to convex lateral 

slopes and pointed polar ends. Specimens of seven volutions measure 

5.5 to 6.1 mm in length and 1.7 to 1.9 mm in diameter. Averages of the 

form ratios of the first to the seventh volutions in three specimens 

are 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.5, 2.5, 2.9, and 3.1, respectively.

In the specimens examined, minute proloculi range from 78 to 
113 microns in outside diameter. The first four volutions are more 

tightly coiled than the later ones. The outer volutions have only a 
slight increase to top of the shell.

The spirotheca is thin but has a structure typical of the genus. 
The diaphanotheca is thin and observed only in the outer two or three 

volutions. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca for the first 

to the seventh volutions of three specimens sire 11, 15, 25, 29, 31, 32, 
and 26 microns, respectively. The septa are thin and strongly fluted 

along the polar axis and up along the lateral slopes. The septal 

loops are high, irregular, and in part touch the overlying volution.
No sagittal sections were made.

The tunnel is narrow and essentially straight in the first four 

volutions, then expands more rapidly especially in the sixth volution. 

Averages of the tunnel angles of the first to the sixth volutions in 

three specimens are 11, l6, 20, 25, 31, and US degrees, respectively."

Fusulina sp. H

Plate IV, no. 1-U
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The pseudochomata are fairly well developed, nearly symmetrical, and 

extend moderately high above chamber floor.

Discussion.— -Fusulina sp. H slightly resembles Fusulina lons- 

dalensis Dunbar and Heribest but has a smaller shell, thinner spirotheca, 

smaller tunnel angle, and a lower form ratio. Fusulina brazosensis 

Stewart has a higher form ratio and more intense fluting of the septa.

Occurrence.— In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, this spe

cies was obtained from a drill core taken from a well about 3,000 
feet due west of the mining community of Christmas, Arizona. It occurs 
at a depth of 7U2 feet below the surface.



Table 23*— Measurements of Fusulina sp, H
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SPECIMEN UA-666 UA-663 UA-66U

LENGTH (mm)

WIDTH (mm)

PROLOCULUS (mu)

TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees) 
Volution 1
V 2
V 3
V li
V 5
V 6

CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1
V 2
V 3
V U
V 5
V 6
V 7

1.9
78

5.5
1.7
113

6.1
1.9
87

31 22 10
16 17 1U
21 21 19
28 26 20
31 30 31
1*6 1*2? 1*7

10
lit
21*
28
32
33 32

12 10
16 16
25 2628 
31 
30
23 21*

HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .15 .15 .21
V 2 .31* .22 •U5v 3 .61 .1*0 .61
v 1* .87 .70 1.17
V 5 1.26 1.00 1.60
v 6 2.00 1.60 2.27
V 7 2.75 2.76 3.03
FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.6 1.7 2.1
V 2 2.1* 1.7 2.9
V 3 2.6 1.9 2.1*
V 1* 2.5 2.1 3.1
V 5 2.1* 2.0 2.9
V 6 2.6 2.2 3.2
V 7 2.8 3.3 3.2

K'
8'
8



Subfamily SCHWAGERININAE Dunbar & Heribest, 1930 

Genus TRITICITES Girty, 190k 

Triticites burgessae Burma 

Plate VI, no. 5-7

Triticites burgessae BURMA, 19i|2, Jour. Paleo., vol. 16, p. 7kk, pi. 
118, figs. 2, 13; THOMPSON, 1957, Jour. Paleo., vol. 31, 
p. 316, pi. 28, figs. 1-6, 7?; ROSS, 1963, G. S. A. Memoir 
88, p. 99-100, pi. ]*, figs. 1-6.

Description. — The shell is minute, fusiform to inflated fusi

form with a straight axis of coiling, steep convex lateral slopes and 
bluntly pointed poles • Specimens of five to six volutions measure 

3*5 mm in length and 1.3 to 1.5 mm in diameter. Averages of the form 
ratios of the first to the sixth volutions in three specimens are l.lt, 

1.6, 1.8, 2.3, 2.6, and 2.7, respectively.

In the specimens examined, minute proloculi range from 68 to 
122 microns in outside diameter. The first two or three volutions are 

globose, becoming inflated fusiform in the outer volutions.
The spirotheca is composed of tectum and well defined kerio- 

theca. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca in the first to 

the sixth volutions of three specimens are 12, 19, 35, kS, 57, and 58 
microns, respectively. The septa are almost plane throughout the 
length of the shell, but become weakly folded at the extreme polar ends 
of the outer two volutions.

The tunnel is narrow in the first two volutions and rapidly 

expands in the outer volutions. Averages of the tunnel angles in the 

first to the fifth volutions in three specimens are lit, 21, 27, 30,
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and 30 degrees, respectively* The chomata are low, steep on tunnel 

side and gently sloping on the poleward side*

Discussion.— Triticites burgessae is one of the smallest spe

cies of this genus reported in America* - T. burgessae compares closely 
with T, nebraskensis Thompson3 however, the latter form is longer, 
having a higher form ratio and nearly horizontal lateral slopes. The 

T. nebraskensis in this report are much longer and larger than T. bur- 

gessae. In earlier reports by Dunbar and Condra (1927, p* 112) and 
Thompson (1957, p. 318, 320) the suggestion is made that small species 
such as T. nebraskensis and T. burgessae may represent dwarf faunas 
of other species.

Occurrence .— Both Burma (191*2, p. 71*1*) and Thompson (1957, 
p* 316) report the type specimens from the Westerville Limestone of 

Iowa which is lower Missourian in age. Ross (1963, p. 99) reports 

Triticites burgessae from the Missourian part of the Gaptank Formation 
in the Glass Mountains of Texas.

In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Triticites burgessae 

is recorded in measured section H ,  unit 57, 586 feet above the base 
of the measured section, and is associated with T. nebraskensis, 
Triticites sp* C, and Triticites sp. B.
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Table 21*.— Measurements of Triticites burgessae

SPECIMEN UA-66? UA-66? UA-668

LENGTH (mm) 3.5 3.5 3.5
WIDTH (mm) 1.5 1.U 1.3
PROLOCULUS (mu) 78 122 68

TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 15 13 15
V 2 23 18 23
V 3 31 27 27
V it 35 36 26
V 5 — 30
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 15 12 7
V 2 25 15 16
V 3 UO 35 20
V U 60 ito 3itv 5 65 6o 51tv 6 " 58
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .lit .18 .61
V 2 .35 .26 .litv 3 .6it .U5 .35
V U 1.17 .89 .65v 5 1.75 1.7it 1.15v 6 — 1.7it
FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.5 1.7 1.0
V 2 2.0 1.3 1.6
V 3 2.1 1.6 2.U
V it 2.it 1.9 2.5v 5 2.it 2.6 2.7V 6 — —— 2.7
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- Triticites nebraskensis Thompson 
Plate VI, no. 11-13

Triticites nebraskensis THOMPSON, 193h> Iowa Uhiv. Studies Nat. Hist., 
vol. 16, p. 281-282; NEEDHAM, 1937# New Mexico School Mines, 
Bull, lit, p. 30-32, pi. u, figs. 2-3; THOMPSON & THOMAS, 1953, 
Wyoming Geol. Survey, Bull. It6, p. 29-31, pi. 2, figs. 20-33.

?Triticites exjguus DUNBAR & CONDRA, 1928, Nebraska Geol. Survey, Bull. 
2, ser. 2, p. 111-113, pi. 8, figs. 1-5.

Description.— The shell is small, elongate subcylindrical with 

a straight to slightly curved axis of coiling and bluntly pointed 

poles. Specimens of six to seven volutions measure 5.2 to 6.8 ran in 
length and 1.5 to 1.9 mm in diameter.

In the specimens examined, minute proloculi range from 66 to 
120 microns in the outside diameter. The first two or three volutions 

are ellipsoidal, becoming more elongate in the outer volutions. The 

shell expands with a slow, nearly uniform increase to the outer volu
tions . -

The spirotheca is composed of tectum and well-defined kerio- 
theca. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca of the first to 

the sixth volutions of three specimens are 10, 18, 23, 30, I4.O, and 52 
microns, respectively. The septa are plane along the axis but become 
more highly fluted in the polar zones of the outer volutions.

The tunnel is narrow in the first three volutions but widens 
more rapidly in the outer volutions. Averages of the tunnel angles 

of the first to the fifth volutions of three specimens are 12, 22, 29, 
U6, and 56 degrees, respectively. The chomata are distinct throughout



all except the outermost volution. They are relatively high and asym
metrical, with steep to overhanging tunnel sides and long sloping 

poleward sides.
• Discussion.— The specimens from the Dripping Spring Mountains

are among the largest reported for this species. The only forms of 

Triticites that have been described which compare closely with it in 

size are T. pygmaeus Dunbar and Condra and T. burgessae Burma. T. 

nebraskensis can be distinguished from T. pygmaeus by its smaller 

proloculus, more tightly coiled shell, and its much higher form 

ratio. T. burgessae is a much shorter and smaller species.

Occurrence.— Thompson (1957# p. 318) reports Triticites nebras
kensis from lower Missourian rocks of the Cherryvale Shale of Iowa and 

Missouri, and in the Richfield Quarries of Nebraska and the Casper 

Formation of Wyoming. Needham (1937# p. 30) reports it from the 
Missourian rocks of the middle Magdalena Limestones in the Los Pinos 
Mountains of New Mexico.

In Arizona this species was reported by Tyrrell (1957# p. 59) 
from the middle part of the Horquilla Limestone in the Whetstone Moun
tains of southeastern Arizona.

In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Triticites nebraskensis 
is recorded in measured section I, unit 57# 586 feet above the base of 
the measured section and is associated with Triticites burgessae, 
Triticites sp. B, and Triticites sp. C.
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Table 2 $,— Measurements of Triticites nebraskensis

SPECIMEN UA-67U UA-673 UA-675
LENGTH (mm) 6.2 6.8 2.2

WIDTH (mm) 1.8 1.9 1.5
PROLOCULUS (mu) 78 66 320

TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 12 13 —
V 2 20 21* 22
V 3 26 32 30
v h 37 52 1*1*v 5 60 61* 1*7
-V 6 73 “ ——
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 9 12 9
V 2 18 17 19
V 3 20 • 25 25
v k 30 27 31*
V 5 a 1*0 1*0
V 6 56 60 1*3
V 7 65 70 "

HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V I .10 .10 .20
V 2 .30 .23 .30
V 3 .1*8 .38 .50
v U .73 .70 .88
v 5 1.12 1.12 1.96v 6 1.87 2.58 2.62
v 7 3.12 3.1*0
FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.6 1.7 2.3
V 2 2.5 2.2 2.1
V 3 2.5 2.0 2.1
V U 2.5 2.3 2.3
V 5 2.5 2.3 3.5v 6 2.8 3.6 3.5v 7 3.5 3.6
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Triticites ohioensis Thompson

Plate VII, no. 1-3

Fusulina secalica CONDT, 1912, Ohio Geol. Survey Bull., vol. 17, p. Wi,sb:
Triticites ohioensis THOMPSON, 1936b, Jour. Paleo., vol. 10, p# 680, 

pi. 91, figs. 1-3; DUNBAR & HENBEST, 19U2, Illinois Geol. 
Survey Bull. 6?, p. 130, pi. 19, figs. 1-22, pi. 20, figs. 
20-2%; SMYTH, 1957, Ohio Jour. Sci., vol. 57, pi 272, figs. 
25-28; THOMPSON, 1957, Jour. Paleo., vol. 31, p. 313, pi. 27, 
figs. 1-8.

Triticites irregularis DUNBAR & CONDRA, (part) WHITE, 1932, Texas Univ. 
Bull. 3211, p. 51-52, pi. u, figs. 7-9; NEWELL, 1934, Jour. 
Paleo., vol. 8, p. 423, pi. 52, fig. 1.

^Triticites irregularis DUNBAR & CONDRA, MERCHANT & KEROHER, 1939, 
Ibid., vol. 13, p. 600-603, text-fig. 2-1, pi. 69, fig. 4.

Description.— The shell is moderately large, elongate subcylin- 
drical with irregular to coimonly curved axis of coiling, parallel 

lateral slopes and bluntly pointed poles. Mature specimens of seven 

volutions measure 7.0 to 8.3 mm in length and 1.7 to 2.1 mm in diame

ter. Averages of the form ratios of the first to the seventh volutions 

of four specimens are 1.5, 1.9, 2.8, 2.5, 3.3, 3.7, and 4.0, respec
tively.

In the specimens examined, the small proloculi range from 85 
to 113 microns in the outside diameter. The first volutions are low 
and tightly coiled but become more loosely coiled in the outer volu

tions, with the lateral slopes being• greatly extended along the axis.
The spirotheca is composed of tectum and well-defined kerio- 

theca. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca of the first to 

the seventh volutions of four specimens are 12, 20, 32, 42, 55, 66, 

and 51 microns, respectively. The septa are thin and nearly plane
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along the axis, becoming more highly folded near the extreme polar ends 

of the outermost volutions.

The tunnel is narrow in the early volutions but rapidly widens 
in the outer volutions. Averages of the tunnel angles of the first to 

the fifth volutions of four specimens are 13, 19, 25, 37, and $0 de

grees, respectively. The chomata are massive, broad, asymmetrical, and 

steep to overhanging on the tunnel side, with moderately long sloping 

sides away from the tunnel. They become narrower and more nearly sym
metrical in the outer volutions.

Discussion.— Four specimens of this early form of Triticites 

were studied. Triticites ohioensis is distinguished from most species 
of Triticites by its "cigar" shape and irregular to commonly curved 

axis of coiling. Ross (1963, p. 109) reports that the difference be

tween this species and Triticites irregularis Dunbar and Condra are 

slight, and they both may represent geographic variants of the same 
species.

The specimens in this collection are, on the average, smaller 

per volution than the syntypes of Thompson (1936b, p. 680), the spec

imens described by Smyth (1957, p. 272), and those described by Dunbar 
and Henbest (l9l|2, p. 130). The Arizona specimens are more similar to 

those described by Ross (1963, p. 108) from the Glass Mountains of 
Texas than to those described from other localities.

Occurrence.— Ross (1963, p. 108) reports Triticites ohioensis 
in the Missourian part of the Gaptank Formation near Gaptank and at 

Leonard Mountain in the Glass Mountains of Texas. Thompson (1957, 

p. 313) reports this species from the Cambridge and Brush Creek



Limestones of Ohio, the Livingston and Omega Limestones of Illinois, 

and abundant in the Winterset Limestone of Iowa, a"n lower Missourian 

in age. In Arizona, Triticites of. T. irregularis was reported by 

Tyrrell (1957# p. 59) from the middle part of the Horquilla Limestone 
in the Whetstone Mountains.

In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Triticites ohioensis 

is recorded in measured section II, unit £8, 589 feet above the base 
of the measured section.
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Table 26.— Measurements of Triticites ohioensis

SPEC DEN UA-676
LENGTH (mm) 8.3
WIDTH (mm) 2.1

PROLOCULUS (mu) 85?

TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 15
V 2 22
V 3 25
V h U2v 5 69
V 6 69
V 6 . __

UA-677 UA-678 UA-697
7.0 7.1 7.0

1.7 1.9 1.8

82 113 82

Hi Hi
2k 21
30 3U
3U 111 21
67 53 26
67 53 26
—  —  30

CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V I  10
V 2 20
V 3 32v 1| 50v 5 60
V 6 75
v 7 53

12
18
25
30
20
70
20

16
22
31i
2166
29

10
12
30
3li
1|0
602o

HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .13 .10 .18 .10
V 2 .23 .23 .32 .20
V 3 •1|8 .1|2 .82 .Wi
V 1| .63 .72 1.20 .86
V 2 1.70 1.27 2.58 1.12
V 6 3.72 2.88 3.27 2.22
V 7 1i .13 3.20? —— 3.20?

FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.2 1.2 2.0 1.2
V 2 1.6 2.1 2.U 1.2
V 3 2.1 2.6 3.3 3.1
V 1| 1.6 2.6 3.1i 2 .7
v 2 2.9 3.2 3.8 2.1i
V 6 li.ll 1|.3 3.8 3.3
v 7 3.9 I1.2? — ll.o
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Triticites sp* A 

Plate V H ,  no# 8-10

Description.— The shell is small, elongate fusiform with irreg

ular to commonly curved axis of coiling, and parallel to slightly con

cave lateral slopes and bluntly pointed poles. Specimens of seven 

volutions measure U.2 to 6.2 mm in length and 1.5 to 1.9 mm in diame

ter. Averages of the form ratios of the first to the seventh volutions 

in four specimens are 1.3, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1, 2.6, and 3.0, respec
tively.

In the specimens examined, minute proloculi range from 80 to 
10li microns in outside diameter. The first two volutions are low and 
globose, while succeeding volutions heighten slightly and extend 
greatly along the axis.

The spirotheca is thin and has a structure typical of the 

genus. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca in the first to 

the seventh volutions in four specimens are 10, 15, 26, 33, U2, $0, 

and 60 microns, respectively. The septa are almost perfectly straight 

across the central half of the shell and become slightly fluted in the 

polar regions of the outer volutions.

The tunnel is narrow in the first three or four volutions and 
rapidly expands in the outer volutions. Averages of the tunnel angles:: 
in the first to the sixth volutions in four specimens are 13, 19, 2it, 

1|0, lt5, and 58 degrees, respectively. The chomata are low, small and 

poorly developed, and difficult to see in some volutions. Their tunnel 

side is steep and their poleward side gently sloping. In the outer
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volutions, the chomata are low and are semicircular in cross section* 

Discussion.— Triticites sp.A is one of the more elongate and 
slender species of this genus* It closely resembles T, fresnalensis 

Needham and may be a geographical variation of that species. Due,
'' i1

however, to the slightly larger proloculus, lower form ratio, and the 
poorly developed chomata, it is considered a different species. 

Triticites nebraskensis Thompson has a less irregular axis of coiling, 

thicker spirotheca, and better developed chomata.

Occurrence.— In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Triticites 

sp. A is recorded in measured section I, unit 66, 651t feet above the 
base of the measured section and 68 feet above the first occurrence of 
Triticites and is associated with Triticites sp* D.
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Table 27•— Measurements of Triticites sp« A

SPECIMEN UA-685 UA-683 UA-698 UA-68U
LENGTH (mm) 6.2 U.9 U.2 - 1*.9
WIDTH (rim) 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.9
PROLOCULUS (mu) 80 loll 87 80
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees) 
Volution 1 13 19 12 12
V 2 2$ 20 19 15
V 3 36 31 26 16
v k 56 U7 33 22
V 5 66 59? 37 32
V 6 66 —  - ? 50
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 12 9 10 9
V 2 18 15 - 17 12
V 3 36 25 23 18
v k UO 3U 26 30
v 5 50 60 31i 1*0
V 6 50 U3 52 59v 7 70 60 56 66

HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .13 .09 .07 .13
V 2 .30 .22 .15 .23
V 3 .55 .111 .29 .38v U .80 .57 .50 .55v 5 1.50 .82 .83 .88
V 6 2.15 1.71* 1.1*6 1.50
V 7 3.10 2.U5 2.10 2.1*5
FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.5 1.1 1.0 1.7V 2 2.2 1.7 1.1* 2.2
V 3 2.U 1.9 1.8 2.1v U 2.2 1.9 2.0 1.8v 5 2.6 1.8 2.1 1.8
V 6 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.2
V 7 3.3 3.0 2.8 2.6
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Triticites sp, B 

Plate VI, no* 10

Description*— The shell is medium large, fusiform with a 

slightly curved axis of coiling, concave lateral slopes, and acutely 
rounded poles • One specimen of seven volutions measured 6.2 mm in 

length and 2*5 mm in diameter* The form ratios of the first to the 

seventh volutions are 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 2.3, 2.1, 2.1, and 2.5, respec
tively.

In the specimen examined, the proloculus is small and has an 
outside diameter of 85 microns. The first two or three volutions are 
low and globosej succeeding volutions increase more rapidly in height 
and length. The chambers gradually heighten away from the middle part 

of the shell and project past previous whorls to form extended polar 
regions.

The spirotheca is thin and has a structure typical of the genus. 
The thickness of the spirotheca in the first to the seventh volutions 
is 12, 15, 27, IiO, 1|1, 78, and 76 microns, respectively. The septal 

fluting is restricted to the extreme polar ends where it is intense.

The tunnel is narrow in the early volutions and increases in 

width rather rapidly in the outer two volutions. The tunnel angles 
for the first to the sixth volutions are 10, 12, 18, 26, 1*5, and 1*6 
degrees, respectively. The chomata are broad, are half as high as the 

chambers, and have steep to overhanging tunnel sides and rather steep 
poleward slope.
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Discussion,— Triticites sp. B resembles Triticites nebrasken- 

sis Thompson, but Triticites sp, B has a. larger proloculus, more flut
ing at the polar ends and has concave lateral slopes. Triticites 

primarius Burma is much larger and has a wider tunnel angle.

Occurrence,— In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Triticites 

sp. B is recorded in measured section II, unit 57# 586 feet above the 

base of the measured section and is associated with Triticites bur- 

gessae* Triticites sp, C, and Triticites nebraskensis.
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Table 28*— Measurements of Triticites sp* B

SPECIMEN UA-672

LENGTH (mm) 6.2
WIDTH (mm) 2.5
PROIOCULUS (mu) 85
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 10
V 2 12
V 3 18
V It 26
v 5 ItS
V 6 U6
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 12
V 2 15
v 3 27
V It ItO
v 5 Itl
V 6 78
V 7 76
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .15
V 2 .26
V 3 .1*3
V It .93
V 5 1.25
V 6 2.15
v 7 3.12
FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.0
V 2 1.2
V 3 1.5
V It 2.3
v 5 2.1
V 6 2.1
V 7 2.5
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Triticites sp. C 

Plate VI, no. 8-9

Description.— The shell is small, elongate fusiform, with a 

slightly curved axis of coiling, convex lateral slopes and pointed 

poles. One specimen of five volutions measures 3*2 mm in length and 

1.1 mm in diameter. The form ratios of the first to the fifth volu

tions are 1.5, 1.7, 3.0, 2.U, and 3*0, respectively.
In the specimen examined, the proloculus is small, having an 

outside diameter of 101$ microns. The first three volutions are tightly 

coiled, becoming more loosely coiled in the outer two volutions.
The spirotheca is thin and has a structure typical of the 

genus. The thickness of the spirotheca of the first to the fifth volu

tions is 15, 25, 26, 31$, and i$2 microns, respectively. The fluting is 
absent in the central part of the shell and is moderate toward the 

polar zones. One specimen has a septal count of 8, 12, 16, 19, and 
21 from the first to the fifth volutions, respectively.

The tunnel is narrow with a rapid increase in width in the 

fourth volution. The tunnel angles for the first to the fourth volu
tions, respectively, are 16, 17, 18, and 27 degrees. The chomata are 
steep on the tunnel side and slope away gently on the poleward side.

Discussion.— Triticites sp. C is similar to Triticites fresna- 

lensis Needham but is smaller, has a smaller tunnel angle, and a less 

rapid expanding shell. Triticites sp. A is similar to Triticites sp.

C but is longer, has a higher form ratio, and the shell expands more 
rapidly.
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Occurrence«— In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, Triticites 

spe C is recorded in measured section II, unit £7, 586 feet above the 

base of the measured section and is associated with Triticites bur- 

gessae, Triticites sp. B, and Triticites nebraskensis.
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Table 29,— Measurements of Triticites sp, C

SPECIMEN UA-671
LENGTH (mm) 3.2
WIDTH (mm) 1.1
PROLOCULUS (mu) 10ft
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 16
V 2 17
V 3 18
V It 27
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V 1 15
V 2 25
V 3 26
V It 3ltv 5 lt2
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .15
V 2 .26
V 3 .39
V It .80v 5 1.61
FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.5
V 2 1.7
V 3 3.0
V It 2.Uv 5 3.0
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Triticites sp. D 

Plate VII, no, U-7

Description,— The shell is small, fusiform to elongate fusiform 

and has arcuate axis of coiling, pointed polar ends, and concave later

al slopes• Specimens of six volutions measure 3«U to 6,0 mm in length 
and 1,5 to 2.1 mm in diameter. Averages of the form ratios of the 

first to the sixth volutions of three specimens are 1*7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.3, 
2.5, and 2.7, respectively.

In the specimens examined, proloculi range from 122 to 130 mi

crons in outside diameter. The first two or three volutions are in
flated fusiform but become greatly extended along the axis as maturity 

is approached, resulting in at least some of the specimens being 

slightly elongate fusiform.

The spirotheca is moderately thick and has a structure typical 
of the genus. Averages of the thickness of the spirotheca in the first 
to the sixth volutions of three specimens are 16, 22, 30, 1*5, 60, and 
72 microns, respectively. The septa are slightly to moderately fluted 
in the extreme polar end of each volution. One specimen has a septal 

count of 15, 22, 30, 58, and 66 from the first to the fifth volutions, 
respectively.

The tunnel is narrow in the inner three volutions but becomes 

moderately wide in the outer volutions, especially the next to the last 

volution. Averages of the tunnel angles in the first to the fifth vol

utions in three specimens are 15, 23, 27, 31, and 39 degrees, respec

tively. The chomata are asymmetrical in the inner volutions and become



more massive, broad, and steep on both sides of the tunnel in the outer 

volutions, ..

Discussion,— Triticites sp. D is more similar to Triticites 

pygmaeus Dunbar and Condra than to any other species. However, Triti

cites sp, D is larger, has a slightly thicker spirotheca, smaller 
chomata, and a less rapidly expanding shell. In Triticites springer- 

villensis Thompson, Verville and Bissell, the spirotheca is much 

thinner, and the shell is more elongate, Triticites burgessae Burma 

has a thinner spirotheca, less massive chomata, and a smaller shell.

Occurrence, — In the Dripping Spring Mountains area, this spe
cies is recorded in measured section H ,  units 60, 63, and 66, respec
tively, 6ll, 623, and 65k feet above the base of the measured section, 
and in unit 66 is associated with Triticites sp. A,
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Table 30.— Measurements of Triticites sp. D

SPECIMEN UA-679 UA-680 UA-682

LENGTH (mm) 3.1* 6.0 1*.2
WIDTH (mm) 1.5 2.1 1.6
PROLOCULUS (mu) 122 130 122
TUNNEL ANGLE (degrees)
Volution 1 15? 17 13
V 2 23 23 21*
V 3 25 27 30
v h 32 33 29.v 5 — 39 38
CELL WALL THICKNESS (mu)
V I 15 17 15
V 2 26 20 20
V 3 50 21* 25v h 51* 1*0 1*2v 5 59 61 58
V 6 96 51*
HALF LENGTHS (mm)
V 1 .18 .15 .11*
V 2 .30 .25 .30
V 3 .51* .1*5 .51*
V U 1.16 .93 1.01*v 5 1.70 1.68 1.56v 5 1.70 1.68 1.56
V 6 —— 3.00 2.12
FORM RATIOS
V 1 1.6 1.5 1.8
V 2 1.6 ' 1.3 2.2
V 3 1.7 1.1* 2.1
V U 2.3 2.0 2.6
V 5 2.3 2.2 2.8
V 6 — — 2.8 2.6



PLATE I

All magnifications x20 except nos. 1,7*8,9 Page

1-3 Profusulinella sp. A; nos. 1-2, axial sections (no. 1, 
xl5); no. 3 sagittal section; Section I, Unit 10, Ij9 
feet above the base of the section; associated with 
Fusulinella acuminata. Slides UA-601, UA-601, UA-602,
UA-603* respectively ............    Ip

U-6 Fusulinella acuminata Thompson; axial sections; Sec
tion I, Unit 10, h? feet above the base of the section; 
associated with Profusulinella sp. A. Slides UA-60lt,
UA-60f>, UA-606, respectively........................  23

7-10 Fusulinella devexa Thompson; axial sections; Section 
I, Unit 17* 89 feet above the base of the section; 
no. 7* x£0, double proloculus; no. 8, xlO; no. 9*xll>;
Slides UA-607* UA-608, UA-609* UA-610, respectively . . 26

11 Fusulinella sp. A; axial section; Section I, Unit 
26, 133 feet above the base of the section. Slide 
UA-611................................................. 29

12-lb Wedekindellina matura Thompson; axial sections;
Section I, Unit 37# 228 feet above the base of 
the section; associated with Fusulina rockymontana;
Section II, Unit 3# 29 feet above the base of the 
section and associated with Fusulina sp. G; Unit 6,
UO feet above the base of the section and associated 
with Fusulina sp. F. Slides UA-612, UA-613, UA-6ll|* 
respectively .......................................... b3
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All magnifications xl5 except nos® 9,10,11 Page

1-3 Fusulina sp® Gj nos. 1-2, axial sections; no. 3,
sagittal sectionj Section II, Unit 3, 25 feet above 
the base of the sectionj associated with Wedekindel- 
lina matura. Slides UA-615, UA-6l6, UA-617, respec
tively .............................................. .. 88

I4.-6 Fusnlina sp. Fj axial sections; Section II, Unit 6, 
k-O feet above the base of the section; associated 
with Wedekindellina matura. Slides UA-618, UA-619,
UA-620, respectively . . . . . .  ......................  85

7-9 Wedekindellina sp. B; axial sections; no. 9, xltO;
Section I, Unit 1|5, 329 feet above tiie base of the 
section and associated with Wedekindellina minuta;
Section II, Unit 8, 72 feet above the base of the 
section. Slides UA-621, UA-622, UA-623, respec
tively ..................................      53

10-11 Wedekindellina minuta Heribest; axial sections; 
no. 10, x67; no. 11, x36; Section I, Unit li5#
329 feet above the base of the section; asso
ciated with Wedekindellina sp. A. Slides UA-621;,
UA-625, respectively..............    1*6

12-13 Fusulina euryteines Thompson; axial sections;
Section I, Unit 32, 188 feet above the base of 
the section. Slides UA-626, UA-627, respec
tively 56
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PLATE III
Magnifications nos# £>#7*8-11, xlO; others xl5 Page

1-3 Wedekindellina euthysepta (Heribest)j axial 
sectionsj Section II, Units 9, 11, 13J 99*
11$, 12$ feet, respectively, above the base 
of the sections associated with Fusulina 
rockymontana in all three units# Slides
UA-620, UA-629, UA-630, respectively . . . . . . . . .  36

li-7 Fusulina rockymontana Roth & Skinner3
axial sectionsj Section I, Unit 37* 228 
feet above the base of the section and 
associated with Wedekindellina maturaj 
Section II, Units 9, 11, 13; 99, 115,
12$ feet, respectively, above the base 
of the section and associated with 
Wedekindellina euthysepta in all three 
units. Slides UA-631, UA-632, UA-633,
UA-63U, respectively  ............................... 62

8-9 Fusulina knighti Dunbar & Henbest; 
axial sections; Section I, Unit $1,
380 feet above the base of the section; 
associated with Fusulina sp. D. Slides
UA-63$, UA-636, respectively  ........................  $9

10-11 Fusulina sp. D; axial sections; Section
I, Unit $1, 380 feet above the base of 
the section; associated with Fusulina 
knighti. Slides UA-637, UA-638, re-
spectively . . . . . . .  ..................  . . . . . .  79

12-llt Fusulina sp. E; axial sections; Section
II, Unit 1$, 132 feet above the base of 
the section. Slides UA-639, UA-61|0,
UA-6I4I, respectively 82
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PLATE IV

All magnifications xlO except no. U Page

1 Wedekindellina ellipsoides Dunbar & Heribest j 
axial section; Section I, Unit I48, 357 feet 
above the base of the section; associated 
with Fusulina tumida. We dekindellina sp. A, 
and Wedekindellina cf. W. henbesti. Slide
UA-6I42 . . . . . .  . . 7 ............................... 32

2 Wedekindellina cf. W. henbesti (Skinner); 
axial section; Section I, Unit jjS, 357 
feet above the base of the section; asso
ciated with Wedekindellina ellipsoides.
Wedekindellina sp. A, and Fusulina tumida.
Slide UA-6U3 ...........................................  1+0

3 Fusulina tumida Alexander; axial section;
Section I, Unit 1*8, 357 feet above the 
base of the section; associated with
WedekindeHina ellipsoides, Wedekindellina
sp. A. Slide UA-6U4 ................................... 65

ll Koniia; xlOO; this genus occurs throughout 
the zone of Fusulina and Wedekindellina.
Slide UA-6U5"

5-7 Fusulina sp. B; axial sections; Section I,
Unit 58, L19 feet above the base of the 
section; associated with Fusulina sp. A and 
Wedekindellina sp. A. Slides UA-6l|6, UA-61i7,
UA-6I48, respectively . . . ............... 73

8-12 Wedekindellina sp. A; 8-11 axial sections; 
no. 12 sagittal section; Section I, Unit 
58, UL9 feet above the base of the section; 
associated with Fusulina sp. A and Fusulina 
sp. B. Section II, Unit 17, 136 feet above 
the base of the section; associated with 
Fusulina sp. A. Slides UA-6U9, UA-6^0,
UA-651, UA-652, UA-653, respectively ............. I4.9

13 Fusulina sp. C; axial section; Section I,
Unit 55, U07 feet above the base of the 
section. Slide UA-699 76
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PLATE V

All magnifications xlO P ag e

1-9 Fusulina sp. A; no. 1, sagittal section; no. 2, 
transverse section; nos. 3-9, axial sections; 
no. 5, negative view of no. U, showing fluting 
in more detail; Section I, Unit 58, 1*18 feet 
above the base of the section; associated with 
Fusulina sp. B and Wedekindellina sp. A; Section 
II, Unit 17, 136 feet above the base of the sec
tion; associated with Wedekindellina sp. A. 
Slides UA-65U, UA-655, UA-656, UA-657, UA-659, 
UA-660, UA-661, UA-662, respectively .......... 69
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PLATE V I

i - a

5-7

8-9

10

11-13

All magnifications xlO except nos* 5-9

Fusulina sp. H; axial sectionsj drill core at 
a depth of 71*2 feet, one mile east of Christmas, 
Arizona, Slides UA-663, UA-66I4, UA-665, UA-666, 
respectively • ..................................

Triticites burgessae Burma; axial sections (xl5); 
Section II, Unit 57, 587 feet above the base of 
the section; associated with Triticites sp, B, 
Triticites sp, C, and Triticites nebraskensis.
Slides UA-667, UA-668, UA-669, respectively • , • , ,
Triticites sp, C; no, 8, sagittal section (x20); 
no. 9, axial section (x20); Section II, Unit 57,
587 feet above the base of the section; asso
ciated with Triticites burgessae, Triticites 
nebraskensis, and Triticites sp, B, Slides 
UA-670, UA-671, respectively . . . . . .  ..........  ,

Triticites sp, B; axial section; Section II,
Unit 57, 587 feet above the base of the sec
tion; associated with Triticites burgessae,
Triticites nebraskensis, and Triticites sp. C.
Slide UA-672 . . .  ...................................
Triticites nebraskensis Thompson; axial 
sections; Section II, Unit 57, 587 feet 
above the base of the section; associated 
with Triticites burgessae, Triticites sp.
B, and Triticites sp, C. Slides UA-673,
UA-67I*, UA-675, respectively............ ............

Page

91

9k

110

107

97
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PLATE VII

-1

All magnifications xlO except nos. 8,9 Page

1-3 Triticites ohioensis Thompson; axial sections;
Section II, Unit 5>8, 590 feet above the base
of the section. Slides UA-676, UA-677, UA-678,
respectively.................. ............. 100

k-7 Triticites sp. Dj no. 6, sagittal section; 
nos. ij,5,7, axial sections; Section II,
Units 60, o3, 66; 612, 623, 655 feet, respec
tively, above the base of the section and in 
Unit 66 associated with Triticites sp. A.
Slides UA-679, UA-680, UA-681, UA-682, re
spectively    .......... .. 113

8-10 Triticites sp. A; axial sections(nos. 8,9 xl5);
Section II, Unit 66, 655 feet above the base 
of the section; associated with Triticites 
sp. D. Slides UA-683, UA-681;, UA-685, re-
spectively.......... .................................  lol;
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APPENDIX
MEASURED SECTIONS AND DETAILED LOCATIONS 

OF FUSULINID-BEARING HORIZONS

123

Section I: Naco Formation - Exposure on north side of Gila River 

Canyonj 2,150 feet N. 16° E. of southwestern corner of sec. 12, T.
US., R. 1£> E., Ray Quadrangle in Arizona.

Top of Ridge:
Unit
No. Feet

59 Chert, dark reddish brown (10 R 3/U),
weathers same, dense, finely crystalline . . . . . . . . .  1

58 Fusulinid Komia biomicrite, medium 
dark gray (NU), weathers to medium 
light gray (N6)$ lower 1 foot mostly
Komia; contains Fusuli.na sp. A,
Fusulina sp. B, and Wedekindellina
sP. a  .............T T T 7 T T 7 .......................................... 6

57 Intrasparrudite, medium light gray
(N6), weathers to light gray (N7)j
intraclasts 8-13 mm in diameter 3

56 Biosparite, medium light gray (N6), 
weathers to light gray (N7); red 
chert nodules 3 inches in diameter 
in middle part; contains brachiopods,
bryozoans, and crinoid stems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3

55 Biosparite, light brownish gray 
(5 YR 6/1), weathers to light 
gray (N7); white chert nodules up 

„ to 12 inches in diameter; fusulinids 
rare, contains Fusulina sp. C;
ledge former . . . . . . . . . . .  ....................... 9

: 5U Covered • • « • .................. .................. .. . 8
53 Brachiopodal biosparite, light brownish 

gray (5 YR 6/l), weathers to grayish 
red (10 R U/2); abundant red silicified 
brachiopod shells; ledge former • • • U



Section I— Continued Feet

52 Covered . . . . . .  ..........  • •  ..........  6

12 li

5l Fusulinid intrasparrudite, light 
brownish gray (5 YR 6/l), weathers 
to pale yellowish brown (10 YR 6/2); 
scattered brachiopod shells, bryozoans, 
and Komia; intraclasts 3-6 mm in diam- .
eter; contains Fusulina knighti and
Fusulina sp. D; ledge former........................ .. . 12

50 Komia biomicrite, medium gray (N$),
weathers to light gray (N7); contains
brachiopods and bryozoans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $

1;9 Covered • • • • • ........ .............................. 6

1*8 Komia biosparite, light gray (N7),
weathers same; fusulinids rare, con
tains Fusulina tumida, Fusulina sp. A, 
Wedekindellina ellipsoides, Wedekindel- 
lina sp. A, and Wedekindellina cf. W.
henbesti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..........  . . 8

1*7 C o v e r e d .................................................  9

1*6 Dolomitic biosparite, light brownish 
gray (5 YR 6/l), weathers same; blocky 
bedded; lower 2 feet has brownish chert 
nodules 3-5 inches in diameter; ledge
former ................. .................................. 11

1*5 Fusulinid biosparite, light brownish 
gray (5 YR 6/1), weathers to pinkish 
gray (5 YR 8/l); reddish brown chert 
layer 3 inches thick in lower part; 
contains Fusulina,?, Wedekindellina 
minuta. and WedekindelTina sp. B;
ledge former • • • . .  ......................  . . . . . .  10

1*1* Crinoidal-brachiopodal biosparite, 
light gray (N7), weathers same; 
lower 1* feet has reddish brown chert 
nodules 1-3 inches in diameter; 
ledge former 15



Section I— Continued
125
Feet

U3 Biosparite, medium dark gray (NU),
weathers to light gray (N?)j con- • •
tains Chaetetes ..................................... .. • 3

U2 Biosparite, grayish red (10 R li/2), 
weathers to pale red (10 R 6/2); 
red chert layers 3 inches thick
throughout unit; ledge former 16

lil Crinoidal-brachiopodal-bryozoan. - -
biosparite, pale red (10 R 6/2), 
weathers to light gray (N7); slabby 
bedded, raspy surface; contains
Syringopora; ledge former • . . .........................  10

liO Shale, pale reddish brown (10 R -5/U)................... .. 2
39 Brachiopodal biosparite, medium gray 

(N5), weathers to light gray (NT); 
upper 2 feet has pink dolomitic 
biosparite; thick bedded; upper 6 
feet has reddish brown chert nodules. 
li-6 inches in diameter; contains 
bryozoans, crinoid stems, trilobites 
and Neospirifer. Derbyia, Composita,
and Spirifer; prominent ledge former lil

38 Diabase sill, light brown (5 YR 5 / 6 ) .....................  li

37 Biosparite, dark gray (N3), weathers 
to light gray (N7), raspy surface; 
upper 2 feet reddish brown siltstone; 
contains scattered bryozoans, brachiopods, 
and crinoid stems; lower 5 feet has 
Fusulinids; contains Wedekindel Tina 
mature and Fusulina rockymontana;
ledge former .............................................  17

36 Diabase sill, pale reddish brown .
(10 R 5 / a ) ......................    2

35 Intrasparrudite, medium gray (N5), 
weathers to light gray (N7); raspy 
surface; lower 1 foot is baked zone; 
ledge former 10
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3U Diabase sill, greenish'gray
(5 GY 6/1) ...............................................  3

Section I— Continued Feet

33 Micrite, medium light gray (N6), 
weathers to light gray (N?)j fine 
grain limestone nodules surrounded 
by grayish purple shale (5 P U/2); - .
lower 1 foot baked zone 8

32 Fusulinid biosparite, light brownish 
gray (5 YR 6/1), weathers to pinkish 
gray (5 YR 8/1); massive; upper 3 
feet contains red chert nodules, • • « 
scattered bryozoans, brachiopods, 
and crinoid stems; fairly abundant 
Fusulina euryteines in lower 6 feet;
ledge former 13

31 Shale, pale reddish brown
(10 R 5 A ) ......................................................................................  2

30 Brachiopodal intrasparrudite, medium
dark gray (NU), weathers to medium 
light gray (N6); raspy surface; 
scattered light gray chert nodules 
in lower 3 feet; intraclasts U-l5 
mm in diameter; some bryozoans and
crinoid stems; ledge f o r m e r ............................  IS

29 Diabase sill, greenish gray
(S G 6/1) ........... . . . . . .  ......................  3

28 Clayey micrite, light gray (N7),
weathers same; lower 2 feet grayish
purple clay ................................... .. $

27 Covered, probably diabase sill ......................... .. 17
26 Biomicrite, medium light gray (N6), 

weathers to light gray (N7); lower 
2 feet reddish chert layer; upper 
1 foot has sparry calcite nodules 
2-3 inches in diameter; scattered 
fusulinids in center; contains 
Fusulinella sp. A; ledge former . 10
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Section I-— Continued Feet

2£ Shale, light gray (N?)  .. • • • • • • • • • •  2
2I4. Biosparite, medium gray (N6),

weathers to light gray (N7)j red 
chert nodules 2-lx inches in 
diameter; scattered brachiopod
shells ...................................................  2

23 Shaley biomicrite, light brownish 
gray (5 YR 6/l), shale, and light 
gray sparry calcite (N7) nodules;
scattered bryozoans and brachiopods ................  • •  12

22 Shale, grayish purple (5 P U/2) .........................  5

21 Intrasparrudite, medium gray (N5),
c weathers to light gray (N7);

intraclasts U-20 mm in diameter S

20 Shale, grayish purple (5 P It/2) • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1
19 Biosparite, medium dark gray (Nit),

weathers to light gray (N7); 
scattered brachiopods, bryozoans, 
and crinoid stems; lower 1 foot 
has sparry calcite nodules and
some light gray shale . . . . . .  ......... . . . . . . .  3

18 Shale, light brownish gray (£ YR 6/l); 
scattered brachiopods, bryozoans, and 
crinoid stems; laterally is igneous
s i l l ........................................................  It

17 Fusulinid biosparite, medium gray
(N$), weathers to light gray (N7); 
some scattered red chert nodules 
2-6 inches in diameter; (bench mark 
labeled - BM 1933, elevation 210lt,586); 
upper 1 foot contains crinoid stems, 
bryozoans, and brachiopods; contains 
exceedingly abundant Fusulinella 
devexa . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
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Section I— Continued Feet

16 Shale, medium bluish gray . . . .
(5 B 5 / 1 ) ...............................................  1

l£ Biomicrite, dark gray (N3),
weathers to medium light gray (N6)j 
few scattered brachiopods, bryozoans,
and crinoid-stems . . . . . .  ..............  . . . . . .  2

111 Covered (Concrete abutment) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16
13 Biosparite, grayish pink (5 T 8/2), 

weathers to light gray (H7)J small 
chert nodules 1-3 inches in diameter 
in lower 6 inches; scattered brach
iopods, bryozoans, and crinoid
stems • •  ........................... . . . . . . . . . .  2

12 Diabase sill, greenish gray
(5 GY 6/1) ...............................................  11

11 Biosparite, medium light gray (N6),
weathers same; scattered brachiopods,
bryozoans, and crinoid stems.......................... .. 2

10 Clayey fusulinid biosparite, brownish 
gray (£ YR l|/l), weathers to grayish 
purple (5 P lr/2); very fossiliferous, 
bryozoans, corals, crinoid stems, 
trilobites; Neospirifer and Composita; 
contains Fusulinella acuminata and
Profusulinella sp. A . .............. .................. . 3

9 Clayey biointrasparrudite, grayish 
red (10 R U/2), weathers to gray
ish pink (5> R 8/2); intraclasts 
2-9 mm in diameter; contains 
fusulinid hash of U-layered wall
type..................................................... 3.5

8 Diabase sill, pale green
(10 G 6 / 2 ) ...............................................  8

7 Clayey biosparite, medium gray (N$), 
weathers to light gray (N7); clayey 
nodular sparry calcite, clay is gray
ish purple (5 P li/2); scattered
crinoid s t e m s ............ .............................  it
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6 Diabase sill, medium light gray (N6)

5 Brachiqpodal-bryoz oan-crinoidal
intrasparrudite, medium gray (N5), 
weathers to light gray (N7)j thin 

, grayish purple clay (5 P U/2) in 
bedding planesj top 3 feet more 
intraclasticj bottom U feet contains 
more sparry calcite • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  10

U Biosparite, medium gray (N$), 
weathers to light gray (N7)j 
bottom 2 feet is slabby bedded j 
upper part has sparite nodules; 
grayish purple (5 P U/2) clay in 
middle part; scattered brachiopods,
bryozoans and crinoid stems • • •  ..........  . . . • • •  U

3 Brachiopodal intrasparrudite, medium - 
gray (N5), weathers to light gray 
(N7); contains bryozoans and crinoid
stems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $

2 Biosparite, grayish purple (5 P U/2), 
weathers to pale purple (£ P 6/2); 
interbedded sparry calcite nodules 
and some grayish purple clay; contains 
brachiopods, bryozoans, and crinoid
stems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2

1 Biosparite, medium gray (N5), 
weathers to light gray (N7); 
scattered brachiopods and crinoid
stems; ledge former . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5

Total thickness . . .  1*20

Section I— Continued Feet

u

Covered, bottom of stream bed

First outcrop north of bridge in Gila River Canyon, Winkelman - Globe 

Highway 71, one and one-half mile northeast of Winkelman, Arizona.
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W. of Christmas, Arizona, , _

Small ridge below main top:

Unit
No, Feet

6? Biomicrite, medium dark gray (Nit), 
weathers to light gray (N?)j some 
sparite 3 some crinoid stems and
bryozoans . . . . . . . . .  ....................... . . .  3

66 Fusulinid biosparite, medium gray 
(N5>), weathers to light gray (N?) j 
some scattered intraclasts to 16 mm 
in diameterj some brachiopods and 
crinoid stemsj contains Triticites 
sp. D and Triticites sp. A; ledge

Section II: Naco Formation - Thick exposure about one mile N. 5U°

former . ............................. ....................7*5

6f> Igneous dike, pale red (10 R 6/2) ........ .............. 16
6U Intramicrudite, grayish black (N2), 

weathers to medium light gray (N6)j 
intraclasts to 7 mm in diameter;
scattered sparry calcite; slope former . . . . . . . . .  8

63 Fusulinid biomicrite, medium dark gray 
(Nit), weathers to medium light gray 
(N6); contains Triticites sp. D, 
more abundant in upper 2 feet;
slope former ............................................. 5.5

62 Biosparite, very light gray (N8), ... 
weathers to light gray (N7); forms 
long dip slope; contains small
crinoid stems ........................................... 5

6l C o v e r e d ..................................... ............ 1

60 Fusulinid biosparite, dark gray (N3), 
weathers to medium light gray (N6); 
scattered bryozoans, and crinoid 
stems; on fresh surface fusulinids 
have a pale reddish brown (10 R 5/U) 
color; contains Triticites sp. D; 
ledge former « . . .  ..............

59 Covered . . . . . . . . . . .

8

l i t
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58 Fusulinid biomicrite, medium light 
gray (N6), weathers to very light 
gray (N8)j scattered brachiopodsj 
contains Triticites ohioensis; forms
small ledge . . . . ........................... .. • 3

57 Fusulinid biosparite, medium dark gray 
(NL), weathers to light gray (N7)j 
upper 2 feet has rugose corals,
Syringopora. crinoid stems, brachiopods 
and scattered fusulinids; lower 8 
inches has abundant fusulinids, con
tains Triticites burgessae, Triticites 
sp. C, Triticites nebraskensis, and

Section II— Continued Feet

Triticites sp. Bj ledge former ..................  . . . . .  10.5

56 Covered . . . . . . . . . .  ............................. • 16
55 Intrasparrudite, light gray (N7), .

weathers to very light gray (N8); 
very thick bedded; upper part silty; 
upper half has moderate red (10 R U/6) 
chert bands li inches thick; ledge
former ............... .................................. 21

51i Covered . ................. . 7

53 Biosparite, medium light gray (N6),
weathers to very light gray (N8); 
thick bedded except upper It feet 
which is thin bedded; scattered 
rugose corals and crinoid stems;
ledge former . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  23

52 C o v e r e d ................ .............................. .. . 2
51 Biointrasparrudite, light gray (N7), 

weathers to very light gray (N8); 
very thick bedded; 3 inch thick 
chert bands moderate reddish brown 
(10 R lt/6); scattered brachiopods, 
bryozoans, crinoid stems, rugose
corals, and Syringopora; ledge former ................... .. 13

50 Covered . ............................................... .. 19
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lt9 Silty biosparrudite# light brown 
(5 YR 6/U )f weathers same? very 
silty in upper 1 foot; scattered 
brachiopods, bryozoans, crinoid 
stems, and rugose corals; ledge . . . •

Section II— Continued Feet

former 7
i|8 Covered » . . 21

U7 Silty biosparrudite, light gray 
(N?), weathers same; upper 7 feet 
very silty with streaks paralleling 
bedding; contains brachiopods, 
bryozoans, and rugose corals; forms
fairly steep ledge ......................... .............. 29

U6 Covered 13

U$ Intrasparrudite, medium light 
gray (N6), weathers to light 
gray (N7); intraclasts average 
12 mm in diameter, angular; 
forms small ledge

UU Covered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9

U3 Ostracod biopelsparite, medium
gray (N£>), weathers to light 
gray (N7); more sparite in lower 
part; upper 3 feet contains very
abundant ostracods and pellets;
ledge former . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12

1*2 Covered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11
1*1 Ostracod biopelsparite, medium

dark gray (Ml*), weathers to medium 
light gray (N6); sparite in lower 
5 feet; upper 3 feet contains very 
abundant ostracods, pellets, and
some oolites; ledge former . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8

1*0 Sparite, light gray (N7), weathers , .
same; scattered intraclasts to 8 mm
in diameter; forms small slope . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  7

39 Covered . . . ....................... .. ll*



Section II— Continued

38 Brachiopodal-bryozoan biosparrudite, 
light gray (N7), weathers to very 
light gray (N8); scattered rugose 
corals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

37 Calcareous siltstone, light brown•
(5 YR 6 /k )f weathers same; more 
silty in upper 1 foot . . . . . . . .

36 Brachiopodal-bryozoan bio spar rudite, 
medium light gray (N6), weathers 
to light gray (N7) i  brachiopods 
and large bryozoans very abundant . .

3f> Calcareous siltstone, light brownish - 
gray (5 YR 6/l), weathers to pinkish 
gray (5 YR 8/l); very thin bedded; - 
upper k inches very silty . . . . . .

3U Calcareous siltstone, light gray 
(N7), weathers to very light gray 
(N8); 1-2 inch thick silt layers 
in center i • • • • • • •  •

33 Covered

32 Silty crinoidal-brachiopodal 
biosparite, medium light 
gray (N6), weathers to light 
gray (N7); layers 2-10 inches 
thick; large crinoid stems and 
large bryozoans . . . . . . . .

31 Crinoidal-bryozoan biosparite,
medium light gray (N6). weathers 
to very light gray (N8); very 
abundant large crinoid stems and 
large bryozoans; layers 2-12 
inches thick forming step-like 
slope ........................... ..

30 Silty micrite, light brown 
(5 YR 6/l|), weathers same; 
forms fairly steep slope . . . . . . .



Section II— Continued

29 Calcareous siltstone, very light
gray (N8), weathers same5 layers 
3-8 inches thick foimng rather 
steep step-like slope . . . . . .

28 Biosparite, medium gray (N$),
weathers to medium light gray 
(N6)j red chert bands 2-1;, inches 
thick; upper 1 foot contains abund
ant bryozoans and brachiopods • •

27 Biosparrudite, medium gray (N$),
weathers to medium light gray 
(N6); reddish chert nodules 2-6 
inches in diameter scattered 
throughout; upper 1 foot contains 
large bryozoans, few brachiopods, 
and crinoid stems . . . . . . . .

26 Siltstone and silty biomicrite,
light gray (N7), light brown 
(5 YR 6/1;), and medium dark 
gray (Ml;); large crinoid stems 
and large bryozoans; forms fairly 
steep step-like slope . . . . . .

25 Silty biosparite, grayish black
(N2), weathers to medium dark 
gray (Nl;); silty layers 1-2 
inches thick every 3 or 1; inches; 
contains bryozoans and horn corals

21; Covered . . . . . . . . . . . . .

23 Silty sandy biosparite, dark gray 
(N3), weathers to medium gray 
(N*>); beds 2-3 inches thick, 
alternating siltstone, sandstone, 
and limestone; sandstones reddish 
brown in color; scattered brachio
pods and horn corals . . . . . . .

22 Komia crinoidal biomicrudite,
medium dark gray (Nl;), weathers 
to medium gray (N$); black chert 
layers 2 inches thick . . . . . .



21 Micrite, white (N?); very s o f t ...........................1.5

20 Covered ......................... 3

135
Section II— Continued Feet

Fault cutting through, move down slope south 90 feet and continue 

below unit 19, local marker bed.
19 Brachiopodal biointraspar nidite,

moderate reddish brown (10 R lt/6), 
weathers same; intraclasts 3-20 
mm in diameter and medium gray in 
color (N5)j local marker bed; fusu-
linids rare; prominent ledge former  ............ • • •  22

18 Covered . . . . . . . . . .  ..................  • • • • •  16
17 Fusulinid Komia biomicrite, dark 

gray (M3), weathers to medium 
light gray (K6); some sparite; 
scattered horn corals and 
brachiopods; fusulinids not 
abundant; contains Fusulina sp.
A and Wedekindellina sp. A . . . . . . . . . . ..........  3

16 Covered . . . . . .  ..........  . . . . . .  ............  1

15 Fusulinid biosparite, medium gray 
(N5), weathers to light gray (N7); 
contains Fusulina sp. E; scattered
brachiopods and horn corals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5

111 Covered ................................................. 1.5
13 Fusulinid biosparite, medium dark 

gray (N7), weathers to light gray 
(N7); upper 3 feet has reddish brown 
(10 R lt/6), chert layer 3 inches 
thick; fusulinids throughout, very 
abundant in lower part; contains 
Fusulina rockymontana and.Wedekindellina
euthysepta; ledge former • ................  . ..........  7

12 Covered . . . ...........• • • .......................... 3
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11 Fusulinid biosparite, medium dark 
gray (Nit), weathers to light gray 
(N7)j contains Fusulina rockymontana

Section II— Continued Feet

and Wedekindellina euthysepta . # . ................... U

10 Covered . . . . . . . . . . . .  ......................  . 5

9 Fusulinid biosparite, medium dark 
gray (Nit), weathers to light gray 
(N7); some grayish pink siltstone 
red chert layer 3 feet thick in 
upper part; lower part has some 
brachiopods and Syringopora; con
tains Fusuli na rockymontana and 
Wedekindellina euthysepta; prominent
ledge former . . . . . . . . . . .  ........  . . . . . . .  28

8 Biomicrite, medium dark gray (Nit), 
weathers to light gray (N7); some 
small sparry calcite present; upper 
2 feet mostly silt; below silt are 
reddish brown chert nodules 8 inches 
in diameter; contains Wedekindellina
sp. B; ledge former . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16

7 Covered ..........  . . . . .  ..............  . . . . . .  1$

6 Silty fusulinid biosparite, medium 
gray (Nf>), weathers to light gray 
(N7); very thin layers of light 
brownish gray (i? YR 6/1) silts tone 
2-6 mm thick; scattered brachiopods; 
contains Fusulina sp. F and
Wedekindellina matura . . . . . .  ..........  . . . . . .  2

5 Silty biosparite, medium gray (N5), 
weathers to light gray (N7), silty 
surface weathers to light brownish 
gray (5 YR 6/l); scattered reddish 
brown silicified brachiopods; ledge
former ................................................. .. 10

li Covered ................................... 3



3 Fusulinid biomicrite, medium dark 
gray (Nit), weathers to light gray 
(N7); some sparry calcite; scattered 
brachiopods and crinoid stems; upper 
1 foot has 2-inch thick brown chert 
layer; contains Fusulina sp. G and

Section II— Continued
137

Feet

2
1

WedekLndellina matura

Covered
5
6

Silty brachiopodal biosparite, medium 
dark gray (Nit), weathers to light gray 
(N7); siltstone light brownish gray 
(5 YR 6/l); sparry calcite nodules 3 
inches in diameter; brachiopods abundant 
in upper 2 feet; ledge former . . • • • «

Total thickness • . •
First outcrop above covered material 75 feet above the bottom of 
the stream bed on north side of mountain, one mile N. 54° W, of 

the mining community of Christmas, Arizona*

14
658
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